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Global Environmental Change:
Health and the Challenge for Human Rights
SATVINDER JUSS°
INTRODUCTION
The proper role of justice at a macro level has yet to be fully explored in
the context of the internationalization or globalization of environmental,
resource, and rights issues.' In order to develop strategies to deal with the
catastrophic health consequences of global environmental change, it is
essential to consider the roles of both justice and ethics. The absence of such
consideration will prevent the emergence of a theoretically coherent
philosophical perspective, which is a necessary prerequisite for a practical
critique of the dynamics of environmental change and its impact on public
health in the global era. This article examines not only the relationship
between environmental degradation and its adverse health consequences, but
also the possible relationship of environmental degradation with both
individual human rights and communal rights of development. I argue that
human rights discourse must focus on a more ecological world view of rights
based on traditional knowledge of the human rights movement in order to
retain its relevance in the next century.
In an increasingly fragile world environment, the emphasis on human
rights must be on the ethical basis of our lives, rather than on individual rights
per se. This approach, as opposed to one solely concerned with individual
rights, allows us to live with more dignity. The traditional focus of human
rights on civil and political rights has undoubtedly been important in effecting
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much of the democratizing change that has occurred worldwide. Nevertheless,
there is an essential element of dignity in economic, sociocultural, and
solidarity rights that is not encompassed by traditional human rights
discourses. As changes in our environment make dramatic inroads into the
security of our lives, we must emphasize the element of dignity, modifying the
concept of human rights, to benefit the demands of the new millennium. I
suggest that the concept of "chthonic rights", the right of the individual and
communities to live in stability with the unspoiled environment, become part
of modern rights discourses. This suggestion comes from within international
law (although not in its traditional sense) and from the lukewarm recognition
of the "third generation of solidarity rights", as promulgated by Karel Vasak,
to include the right to the environment.
The list of internationally recognized human rights is by no
means immutable. Just as the British sociologist T.H.
Marshall characterized the eighteenth century as a century of
civil rights, the nineteenth as that of political rights and the
twentieth as that of social rights, so too have some
commentators over the past two decades put forward claims
for the recognition of the new rights, in particular a category
known as the "third generation of solidarity rights". By
analogy with the slogan of the French Revolution these rights
have been said to correspond to the theme offraterniti, while
first generation civil and political rights correspond with
libertj and second generation economic and social rights with
egalit. Karel Vasak's list of solidarity rights includes "the
right to development, the right to peace, the right to
environment, the right to the ownership of the common
heritage of mankind and the right to communication."'
This article is meant to facilitate a debate about how to weave third
generation solidarity rights into the traditional mosaic of international human
rights. Interweaving these two conceptions of human rights, however, poses
potential problems. One fundamental problem is how to formulate the issues
surrounding the environment and health, a problem that to date has not
2. HENRY J. STEINER & PHILIP ALSTON, INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS IN CONTEXT 1110-II
(1996).
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received much attention. Several questions remain to be confronted. First,
what are the terms of the debate? Second, if environmental change is global,
is there a global acceptance of such change by national governments? Third,
if so, in what form have these changes been accepted and what have been the
responses of governments? Fourth, if global environmental change has an
adverse impact upon individual health, how can that impact be countered?
Finally, is there a right to health and, if so, is it a human right?
The discussion of health rights as a component of the rhetoric of human
rights is very new. It is highly debatable whether such rights exist and, if they
do, the nature and extent of the rights remain uncertain. Perhaps the discussion
should ask the question whether a right to the environment exists. If the
debate is so formulated, the next question is whether there is a right to the
enjoyment of the environment. The answer to this question is even less certain
because the proposition has not been articulated in any coherent fashion. In
fact, rights discourse can at times lead to difficulties because, as Alexander
Leaf observes, "[t]oday every country seems to be rushing to promote
economic growth."3 As a result, a right to development (as an intrinsic aspect
of the right to self-determination) is more likely to exist than a right to be
unaffected by the unwelcome consequences of environmental degradation.
This possible conflict of rights inevitably poses a final question: do
developing nations have a right to exploit the world's natural resources and
thereby spoil the environment? At this stage, the rhetoric of human rights is
not always helpful and, as such, a new definition of rights is needed.
One possible definition of rights claims is that such claims "are often,
perhaps usually, presented as having a special kind of importance, urgency,
universality, or endorsement that makes them more than disparate or simply
subjective demands."4 However, arbitrarily shifting the terms of the debate in
this manner is problematic. If there is no right to economic development for
those countries that have previously remained relatively undeveloped, then
upon what morally defensible basis may the objection to development be
articulated, considering the industrialization of First World nations during the
last two centuries?
There are now serious concerns about environmental health that are not
confined to basic worries about clean air and clean water. The detrimental
3. Alexander Leaf, Potential Health Effects of Global Climatic and Environmental Changes, 321
NEwENG. J. MED. 1577, 1581 (1989).
4. STEINER,& ALSTON, supra note 2, at 173.
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effects of an unhealthy environment are clear. However, complex and
intractable issues of justice and ethics on a global level are involved, which
may well be beyond the reach of national governments. Nevertheless, in both
policy and dialectic terms, the United States has led the field in drawing
attention to this much neglected field of study. I will consider the effects of
the environment on human health in the following sections of this article: (I)
National Governments and Global Environmental Change, (II) The Right to
Health, (111) The Right to Development, (IV) Human Rights, and (V) The Way
Forward?
I. NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS AND GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE
Governments must understand the potential disaster posed by the current
environmental situation. The approaches taken by the United States and the
United Kingdom serve as useful paradigms to examine how nations deal with
the problems of environmental health. Both countries have recently taken
initiatives in this field. The United States has targeted issues relating to
environmental health, whereas the United Kingdom has focused on some
potential effects of climate change, including the adverse effect on health.
A. The United States and Environmental Health
In February 1995, the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) submitted a draft for government review entitled Environmental Goals
for America.' This draft contained a program of action to be implemented by
2005. In this section, I will explain the EPA Draft, specifically the EPA's
twelve measurable environmental goals, and will refer to the challenges,
responsibilities, and strategies designed to meet those goals. I will also look
at how these environmental goals have been designed. They are based on
scientific analysis and give a cost-benefit evaluation to the realization of these
goals. Finally, I will undertake an in-depth analysis of two areas of pressing
environmental concern: safe drinking water and clean air. This will help
demonstrate the saliency of environmental health issues as an area of major
policy concern today.
5. U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, ENVIRONMENTAL GOALS FOR AMERICA: WITH MILESTONES
FOR 2005 (1995) [hereinafter EPA DRAFrI].
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Given the growing realization that sustained economic growth and quality
of life are dependent on a healthy environment, the EPA Draft explained that
the United States has embarked on a bold and unprecedented effort to become
a more responsible steward of the air, water, and land.' Although there have
been general successes, the EPA Draft noted that in 1995 at least 120 million
U.S. citizens lived in an area where the air was too polluted to meet air quality
standards.7 Nearly forty percent of America's surveyed rivers, lakes, and
estuaries are too polluted to support acquatic life, while twenty percent are too
unsafe for swimming and boating.8 One in four U.S. citizens lives within four
miles of a Superfund site.' As a result, the EPA aims to discover solutions that
are cleaner for the environment, less expensive for taxpayers and industry, and
smarter for the United States by stipulating measurable environmental goals
that should help answer the following questions. First, what tangible results
should our nation's environmental programs aim to deliver? Second, what
investments should be made by federal, state, tribal and local governments,
industry, and others to achieve environmental goals? Third, how can we
encourage regulatory reinvention, flexibility, and innovation in working
toward these goals? Finally, what environmental progress are we really
making?"0
The EPA has proposed twelve measurable environmental goals. This
suggests that chthonic benefits, such as the right of people to live in stability
with the unspoiled environment, are excluded unless one can point to
scientifically measurable benefits in the future. If this is right, then this is a
limitation on the environmental goals. Environmental concerns should be
based on an evaluation of the ethical basis of our lives today, regardless of
whether these are measurable. These goals address aspects of the environment
for which the EPA shares substantial responsibility with states, municipalities,
tribes, and other federal agencies. These are long range goals that will take
decades, perhaps centuries, to achieve. However, the EPA has established
nine-year targets by which it will document progress toward its goals. The
twelve goals are as follows:
(1) Clean Air: Every city and community in the United States will be free
of air pollutants that cause significant risk of cancer, respiratory, or other
6. See id.
7. ld. at 4.
8. Id. at 6.
9. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EPA Analysis of 1990 Census Data (unpublished).
10. See, e.g., id.
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health problems. The air will be clearer in many areas and life in damaged
forests and polluted waters will rebound as acid rain, ozone, and hazardous air-
pollutants are reduced.
(2) Clean Waters: All of the rivers, lakes, and coastal waters will support
healthy communities of fish, plants, and other aquatic life, as well as fishing,
swimming, and supplying drinking water. Wetlands will be protected and
rehabilitated to provide wildlife habitat, reduce floods, and improve water
quality. Ground water will be cleaner for drinking and other beneficial uses.
(3) Healthy Terrestrial Ecosystems: The United States will safeguard its
ecosystems to promote the health and diversity of natural and human
communities and to sustain its environmental, social, and economic potential.
(4) Safe Drinking Water: Every public water system will provide water
that is consistently safe to drink.
(5) Safe Food: The foods consumed will continue to be safe for all people
to eat.
(6) Safe Homes, Schools, and Workplaces: All citizens will live, learn, and
work in safe and healthy environments.
(7) Toxic-Free Communities: By relying on pollution prevention, reuse,
and recycling in the way materials are produced and consumed, all citizens
will live in communities free from toxins.
(8) Preventing Accidental Releases: Accidental releases of substances that
endanger our communities and the natural environment will be reduced to as
near zero as possible. Those that do occur will cause only negligible harm to
people, animals, and plants.
(9) Safe Waste Management: Wastes produced by every person, business,
and government unit will be stored, treated, and disposed of in ways that
prevent harm to people and other living things.
(10) Restoration of Contaminated Sites: Locations in the United States
that are currently contaminated by hazardous or radioactive materials will not
endanger public health or the natural environment and will be restored to uses
desired by surrounding communities.
(11) Reducing Global Transboundary Environmental Risks: The United
States and other nations will eliminate significant risks to human health and
ecosystems arising from climate change, stratospheric ozone depletion, and
other environmental problems of concern at the transboundary and global
level.
(12) Empowering People With Information and Education and Expanding
Their Right to Know: Citizens will be empowered to make informed
[Vol. 5:121
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environmental decisions and participate in setting local and national
priorities."
The EPA Draft is a comprehensive and forthright long-term attempt to
resolve the weakened condition of environmental health, which has not
received the attention it has warranted. The EPA Draft does not just make
brave proclamations of desired intent in the field of environmental pollution
control. It also establishes a specific program with specific targets that must
be evaluated over a designated period of time. For example, each chapter
contains specific goal-oriented sections. Each contains a "challenge" section
that summarizes the importance of the goal, what has been done in the past,
and what remains to be done to reach the goal." Additionally, each contains
a "responsibilities" section that outlines the respective roles of all parties in
meeting the challenge.' 3 Each of the twelve environmental goals also includes
a "milestone" statement that sets a target date for achieving the goal. 4
The goals are not new requirements. They are proposed targets that the
EPA believes the nation can and should achieve by regulatory, voluntary,
public, or private means. If the rights to a safe environment are articulated as
claims of special importance and universality, as human rights generally are,
then their identification as chthonic rights should lead to the EPA goals being
seen as express requirements to be met by 2005. They should notjust be seen
as proposed targets. This is arguably the biggest weakness in the current
debate about environmental rights, because it fails to incorporate the insights
of traditional knowledge about ethical living into human rights discourses.
The milestones reflect the EPA's best judgment concerning measurable
progress that the nation can reasonably achieve over the next decade. The
goals cover nearly all the major environmental issues with which the EPA is
concerned.
In addition, how the goals are achieved is as important to many people as
the goals themselves. In March 1995, President Clinton and Vice President
Gore announced a new approach for environmental protection. Their report,
Reinventing Environmental Regulation, describes twenty-five measures that
the adminstration is undertaking. These measures are designed to institute
performance and market-based regulations; set size-based priorities; build state
1I. See EPA DRAF, supra note 5, at 4-13.
12. Id.
13. Id.
14. Id.
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and local partnerships; cut red tape; improve accountability, compliance, and
enforcement; and harness the power of information to make better decisions. 5
The adminstration is also implementing new strategies that offer industries,
communities, and government agencies more flexibility to develop less
expensive, cleaner, and smarter ways to protect the environment, while still
requiring accountability for environmental effects. 6 One example that
demonstrates this new approach is Project XL. 7 Through this program, a
limited number of companies and government agencies are given the
opportunity to demonstrate excellence and leadership in environmental
protection. The EPA is offering them flexibility to develop alternative
strategies to replace current regulatory requirements while producing greater
environmental benefits. One could ask whether the EPA should have imposed
clearer and binding regulations on companies and governmental agencies
because tangible rights are being infringed. Project XL complements the
Common Sense Initiative, in which the EPA is negotiating comprehensive
environmental strategies with six industries: automobile manufacturing,
computers and electronics, iron and steel, metal plating and finishing, oil
refining, and printing. 8 Environmental goals are at the heart of these new
approaches. As President Clinton noted, "environmental protection must be
driven by clear and measurable goals... [p]erformance will be measured by
achieving real results in the real world, not simply by adhering to
procedures."9 Once again, it is clear that while an adherence to mere
procedures does not necessarily guarantee real results, it is also unclear what
the real results in the real world will be. The importance of chthonicism is that
it embraces an ecological world view for its own sake without necessarily
being able to demonstrate real benefits. The answer perhaps lies in telling
companies and government agencies what they must not do, rather than what
they can do, simply because one course of conduct is more ethically satisfying
than another.
It is also important to see how the EPA developed the environmental goals
contained in the EPA Draft. The EPA staff examined trends affecting health
15. See generally President Bill Clinton & Vice President AI Gore, Reinventing Environmental
Regulation. Clinton Administration Regulatory Reform Initiatives (last modified Aug. 22, 1996)
<http://www.epa.gov/reinvent/notebook/clinton.htm> [hereinafter Reinventing Environmental Regulation].
16. Id. at 4.
17. Id.
18. Id. at 3-4.
19. Id at 3.
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and ecological risks, the effectiveness of current and foreseeable
environmental technologies and programs, and available information on costs
and benefits before reaching their judgments." Virtually all of their decisions
were based on scientific analysis. This approach exalts scientism over
traditional knowledge. Not all environmental decisions can be verified on the
basis of scientific knowledge or responses alone. In fact, there is much that is
arguably not amenable to scientific evaluations when dealing with the
environment. If this is correct, then a purely scientific approach necessarily
limits one's responses. Reinventing Environmental Regulation proposes that
the EPA become a partner with people in industry; citizen organizations; and
federal, state, tribal, and local governments in order to empower local
decisionmakers and to make the decisionmaking process collaborative, instead
of adversarial. "
Detailed consideration of costs and benefits is of great importance in any
strategy. The EPA Draft concludes that the current attempt to describe goals
cannot be based on a formal cost-benefit analysis for two reasons. First, there
is little existing information on the costs and benefits of individual EPA
regulations. Second, many of the costs and benefits associated with these
goals are difficult to quantify or represent in monetary terms. The EPA states
that it is currently working to improve the methods and data available for
valuing EPA programs and reguiations.2 This signifies a clear admission of
the government's difficulties in dealing with environmental issues in the long
run. A cost-benefit analysis, in both quantitative and qualitative terms, is not
always meaningful. In order to develop enduring strategies that deal with
global environmental change, we need to apply values ofjustice and ethics that
go beyond the standards discussed so far in this article, and which ultimately
utilize more traditional knowledge for the preservation of our ecology.
Notwithstanding their nebulous nature, the goals and milestones were not
conceived in an information vacuum. The EPA based its present
considerations on the 1990 estimated total pollution control expenditures,
published in Environmental Investments: The Cost ofA Clean Environment.23
The report estimated that total annualized expenditures for all pollution control
activities would be approximately $170-$200 billion by the year 2000.24 The
20. EPA DRAFT, supra note 5, at 14.
2 1. Reinventing Environmental Regulation, supia note 15, at 3.
22. EPA DRAFr, supra note 5, at 14.
23. Id
24. Id.
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analysis forecasts that total expenditures for pollution control will rise from 1.9
percent of the U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 1987 to three percent of
the GDP by the year 2000.' By way of comparison, total expenditures in 1987
for clothing and shoes were 4.2 percent of the GDP and for national defense,
6.9 percent.2
6
Finally, the EPA examined the estimated benefits."' Like the estimated
costs, these were very difficult to predict, once again demonstrating the
inherent limitations of a scientific-based approach over chthonicism.
However, it is clear that the benefits of less pollution can be defined in terms
of improvements in human health and the environment, including quality-of-
life attributes such as reductions in damage to plants, animals, and materials. 8
The EPA Draft is particularly noteworthy in two respects. First, it
advocates cooperation among nations in order to achieve an overall reduction
in global and transboundary environmental risks.29 Second, it is designed to
expand the right to know by empowering people with information and
education so they can make informed environmental decisions and participate
in setting the environmental agenda.30 These goals have been considered
broadly in relation both to the provision of clean water and of the maintenance
of clean air. In examining these two areas, it is clear that the creation of a
coherent philosophical perspective is absolutely vital in providing the rationale
for what the government is doing, how it ought to be doing it, and to what
ends.
1. Safe Drinking Water
According to the Human Health Subcommittee of the EPA's Science
Advisory Board, drinking water contamination is one of four categories
classified as a "relatively high risk" to human health." Drinking water can
become contaminated at the original water source, during treatment, or during
distribution to the home. If the drinking water originates from surface water,
such as a river or lake, "[i]t can be exposed to acid rain, storm water run-off,
25. Id
26. Id.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. See generally id at 1-2.
30. Id.
31. See U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, SCIENCE ADVISORY BOARD, REDUCING RISK: SETTING
PRIORITIES AND STRATEGIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 14 (1990).
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pesticide run-off, and industrial waste. If drinking water originates from
ground water such as private wells and some public water supplies, [i]t
generally takes longer to become contaminated, but the natural cleansing
process also may take much longer. Ground water moves slowly and is not
exposed to sunlight, aeration, or aerobic . . . micro-organisms", which
generally help in cleaning surface water from a river or a lake.32
Over ninety percent of U.S. citizens get their drinking water from public
supplies.33 In 1994, eighty-one percent of the population served by community
systems received water that had no reported health violations.34 However, this
also means that approximately nineteen percent, or 46 million people, drank
water that violated health standards at least once during the year." The
possible health effects of drinking contaminated water are nausea, lung
irritation, skin rash, vomiting, dizziness, and even death.36 "Contaminants are
more likely to cause chronic health effects . . . [such as] cancer, liver and
kidney damage, disorders of the nervous system, damage to the immune
system, and birth defects."37 In light of these facts, the creation of a coherent
philosophical perspective in environmental law requires the development of
a third generation of solidarity rights that includes the right to environmental
health for all human beings. There are signs that such rights claims are already
being legally espoused.
The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 directed the EPA to ensure that both
public and noncommunity water systems meet minimum standards for
protecting public health.38 This Act was amended in 1986, giving the EPA the
responsibilities of developing a maximum contaminant level goal and a
maximum contaminant level for all regulated contaminants; setting required
schedules for water systems to monitor contaminants in drinking water; and
identifying best available technologies for removing excess contaminants from
water.39 The amendments also directed the EPA to provide public notification
when drinking water standards are violated; to ban the use of lead pipes,
32. Sandra A. Zaslow & Glenda M. Herman, Health Effects of Drinking Water Contaminants (last
modified Mar. 1996) <http://www.2.ncsu.edu/baelprograms/extensionpublicatwqwmlhe393.html>.
33. EPA DRAFT, supra note 5, at 8.
34. Id.
35. Id.
36. Zaslow & Herman, supra note 32.
37. Id.
38. Id. (discussing the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974, 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f-j(18)).
39. Id (discussing the Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments of 1986,42 U.S.C. §§ 300i(l)-j(l 1)).
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solder, fittings, and flux in public water systems; and to provide protection for
ground water sources.'
In accordance with the Safe Drinking Water Act, four groups of
contaminants have been identified. The first of these is microbial pathogens."'
These are disease-producing microorganisms, including bacteria (such as
Giardia Lamblia), viruses, and parasites. Microbial pathogens invade drinking
water when the water source "is contaminated by sewage and animal waste or
when wells are improperly sealed and constructed. They can cause
gastroenteritis, salmonella infection, dysentery, shigellosis, hepatitis, and
giardiasis."'42
The second group of contaminants is organics. "Only a few of the toxic
organic chemicals that occur in drinking water are regulated by drinking water
standards." 3 This group of contaminants includes trihalomethanes, formed
when chlorine in treated drinking water combines with naturally occurring
organic matter; pesticides, including herbicides, insecticides, and fungicides;
and volatile organic chemicals, including solvents, degreasers, adhesives,
gasoline additives, and fuel additives.'
The third group is comprised of inorganics, including toxic metals like
arsenic, barium, chromium, lead, mercury, and silver which contaminate
drinking water from natural sources, industrial processes, and plumbing
systems.' Finally, the fourth group of contaminants is comprised of
radioactive elements, which result from the decay of uranium in soils and
rocks producing radon as a radioactive contaminant.' Radioactive elements
become a health concern when they enter a home as a soil gas.47
Of these contaminants, the EPA has recognized that exposure to water-
borne pathogens presents the greatest risk to drinking water.4" The majority
of water-borne outbreaks over the past two decades have involved acute
gastrointestinal illnesses caused by an unknown pathogen. 9 Since the early
1980s, the number of public water systems reporting outbreaks has decreased;
40. Id.
41. Id.
42. Id
43. Id.
44. Id
45. Id
46. Id.
47. Id.
48. EPA DRAFT, supra note 5, at 8.
49. See Tee L. Guidotti & John B. Conway, Water and Health, 30 AM. FAM. PHYSICIAN 97-104 (1984).
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yet, in a system serving a large population a water-borne disease outbreak will
have a huge impact.' For example, the 1993 cryptosporidiosis outbreak in
Milwaukee affected more than 400,000 people, making it the largest water-
borne disease outbreak ever reported in the United States.,' It is clear,
therefore, that the dramatic change in the environment is impacting on the
security of our collective lives in ways that now make the articulation of
environmental health rights, as a third generation of solidarity rights, a public
and moral duty.
Compliance with the requirements of the Safe Water Drinking Act is one
way to reduce the possibility of water-borne disease outbreaks in the future.
The EPA Journal, citing a report by the Natural Resources Defense Council,
reported that while most Americans are preparing to enter the "Information
Super Highway", most large water suppliers are travelling on a technological
"dirt road"."2 The report observes that, "[t]he vast majority of suppliers do
little or nothing to prevent contamination of the watershed or ground water
upon which they rely upon for source water." 3 This is a clear indication of
how far environmental health rights have fallen. For example, despite
widespread chemical contamination, "more than 90% of major water utilities
have failed to install modern, post-World War I chemical-contaminant removal
technology despite widespread chemical contamination."' "Scores of major
systems with inadequately protected source waters have not installed basic
19th-Century filtration and particle removal technology needed to protect
water from dangerous microbes."5 In addition, "[a]ged, crumbling distribution
systems are neglected and are often the cause of water borne disease
outbreaks."56 These serious failings demonstrate that compliance with the
amended 1974 Act is far from complete. These failures are unethical. No
member of the public should be exposed to such wanton risk by the failure of
national companies to take appropriate measures.
Recently, Sim, Fairley, and McNeil have addressed three main issues
surrounding the safe drinking water provision: (1) how to locate the burden
of gastroenteritis attributable to drinking water; (2) how to identify those water
50. Id.
51. Carolyn Petersen, Cryptosporidium and the Food Supply, 345 THE LANcET 1128-29(1995).
52. See The Safe Drinking Water Act in Retrospect, EPA J., Summer 1994, at 15.
53. Id
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id.
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treatment systems that are cost effective and safe; and (3) how to determine the
optimal methods for monitoring drinking water to ensure its continued safety.
The authors begin by pointing out that it is difficult to locate the true burden
of disease, given that cases are widely distributed in time and space. 7
However, recent research has suggested that a great deal of water-borne
gastroenteritis is endemic and causes a greater burden of disease than just
highly publicized outbreaks, such as in Milwaukee."' A Canadian intervention
study states that almost one-third of the gastroenteritis occuring outside a
known epidemic is attributable to drinking unfiltered water. 9
Second, in identifying cost effective and safe water treatment systems, the
authors observed that current processes have been primarily developed to
control pathogenic bacteria and improve the asthetic quality of water.'
Chlorine is effective against pathogenic bacteria but has little effect on many
parasites found in drinking water.6 The addition of flocculation and deep sand
filtration to disinfection systems serves primarily to reduce the turbidity of
drinking water, which can bring about a substantial reduction in the number
of cryptosporidial cysts, but has little effect on viruses." Even in water
systems meeting quality guidelines, large outbreaks can still occur. As a
result, the authors concluded that the most appropriate water treatment system
must take a rational approach and consider the economic and social costs and
benefits of methods designed to improve water quality in a given system.63
Finally, the authors addressed the monitoring of drinking water quality and
concluded that an accurate, inexpensive, and effective means of testing water
for all pathogens does not currently exist.' It is hoped that new, easier to use
technology, such as the polymerase chain reaction, will be available for use in
the future. Essentially, however, the water system problems that the authors
of this survey highlight encompass a general absence of available data that
would allow the effective prevention of gastroenteritis.
57. Id
58. See Editorial, OCCUPATIONAL & ENVTL. MED., Jan. 1997, at 1.
59. See Pierre Payment et al., A Randomized Trial to Evaluate the Risk of Gastro-Intestinal Disease
Due to Consumption of Drinking Water Meeting Current Microbiological Standards, 81 Am. J. PUB.
HELTH 703, 703-08 (1991).
60. See The Safe Drinking Water Act in Retrospect, supra note 52, at 15.
61. See M.W. Le Chevallier & W.D. Norton, Giardia and Cryptosporidium in Rav and Finished
Water, 87 J. Am. WATERWORKS ASS'N, Sept. 1995, at 66, 67.
62. See The Safe Drinking Water Act in Retrospect, supra note 52, at 15.
63. Id.
64. Id
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The EPA also addressed the question of safe drinking water in its
Environmental Goals for America.6 Despite difficulties, the EPA has
established two safe water "benchmarks" for the year 2005. The first states
that by 2005, ninety-five percent of the people served by drinking water
systems will be provided water that meets health requirements.' The second
benchmark states that by 2005, fifty percent of community water systems
(30,000 systems) will have ground and surface source water protection
programs. 7
To conclude, this section makes clear how little is understood about issues
of environmental health. In consequence, we have become exposed and
vulnerable to the environment today. This is a sobering realization. Learning
to live within the environment must have been one of the earliest things that
prehistoric man learned to do. Yet, we have become so helpless in the face of
the environment that we cannot even ensure ourselves a supply of safe
drinking water. Most of our water suppliers do little or nothing to control
watershed or groundwater contamination and still use pre-World War I
chemical-contaminant removal technology that can only be described as
primitive. Drinking water legislation is in place, but only a few toxic organic
chemicals are actually regulated by drinking water standards. In a "rights
conscious" society this should have been a cause for public outrage long ago.
It says much about our sense of rights that there has not been an outcry.
Indeed, while we know that the existence of water-borne pathogens
presents a great risk to drinking water, there is no accurate inexpensive and
effective means of testing water for all pathogens in current existence.
Scientists are confronted by a general absence of available data that would
enable them to effectively prevent gastroenteritis caused by pathogens. This
is the measure of our insecurity today in the face of environmental health risks.
In fact, the true burden of water-borne disease is simply unknown to the
scientists. Yet, all of this has profound consequences for the dignity of
mankind today. The illness caused by unsafe water, even in this the richest
and most powerful nation in history, can include nausea, lung irritation, skin
rash, vomiting, dizziness, and even death. Chronic health effects like cancer,
liver and kidney damage, and nervous system disorders are likely. The
unpredictable insecurity in our lives that is thus caused, at such a late stage in
65. EPA DRAFT, supra note 5, at 8.
66. Id
67. Id.
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our evolutionary history, is undoubtedly debilitating in its moral and
psychological effects.
Science cannot be relied upon to resolve this problem. There must be a
better means of ethical living that incorporates a respect for the environment
as humankind once did. It is in this sense that we should come to realize that
our essential dignity in the modem world is inseparable from the environment
around us. We have to focus on dignity restored to us by ethical living and
begin to create a new theoretical perspective of human rights discourse. Such
a perspective has to recognize this inseparable element of dignity, that is
clearly subverted by such illnesses as kidney damage, cancer and nervous
disorders, and yet which is not captured by the first and second generation of
human rights that we discussed above.
2. Clean Air
The EPA also addressed the problem of air pollution in Environmental
Goals for America. Once again, the same issues exist and are deemed to be
intractable and irresolvable by purely scientific methods, similar to the
drinking water example. For instance, scientific advances and successful
legislation, such as the Clean Air Act, enable us to better detect and control air
pollution. Nevertheless, the true risks of radon gas-induced lung cancer
remain difficult to determine. Although residential radon levels pose a higher
risk of lung cancer than even environmental tobacco smoke, there are no laws
requiring radon abatement. This is unacceptable. The similarities between
clean air and clean water as described by the EPA Draft do not end here. The
Draft observed that air pollution continues to be a widespread public health
and environmental problem in the United States." It contributes to respiratory
and reproductive problems, mental impairment, and illnesses such as cancer.
The problem is a national one. The majority of the population lives in
expanding urban areas that have considerable air pollution. 9
Air pollution is comprised of six widespread pollutants."° The first of
these is ground level ozone (smog). Smog causes and contributes to
respiratory illness and lung damage, crop and forest damage, building and
68. Id at 4.
69. Id.
70. Id.
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material damage, and creates visibility problems.7 The second major air
pollutant, carbon monoxide, causes reduced oxygenation of circulated blood
and heart damage.72 The pollutant sulfur dioxide causes increased respiratory
illness, especially in asthmatics, and is a major contributor to atmospheric
particulates, acid rain, reduced visibility, and vegetation damage." The fourth
pollutant is nitrogen dioxide, which causes lung tissue damage and increasing
respiratory illness. It also contributes to the formation of ground level ozone,
acid rain, atmospheric particulates, and creates visibility problems.74 Lead
causes infant mortality, reduced birth weight, childhood IQ losses, and
hypertension and heart attacks in adults.7 Finally, particulate matter (very fine
dust and soot) is linked to premature death and causes increased lung disease.76
The effects of these pollutants should not be underestimated. For example,
consider lead pollution. A recent study "suggests that exposure to nominal
doses of lead, even those well below those associated with poisoning, can lead
to anti-social behavior."" This study follows a 1990 "study which
demonstrated that lead poisoning in childhood is an important predictor of
criminality among adults."'78 It is a better indicator than "poverty, the absence
of a father in the household, and other major social factors commonly cited."'
It is a sad indictment of our human rights dialogue that consideration has long
been given to these other factors and not a child's right to clean and unpolluted
air. As a result, some have suggested that the incidence of lead poisoning may
explain the high rates of crime in the United States' inner cities. Another
study, carried out at Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia, has shown
that a woman who grew up in a lead-polluted environment can pass that lead
on to her children, putting their intellectual and mental development at risk."0
The study examined thirteen pregnant women, previously exposed to lead
poisoning, who had recenty immigrated to Australia from the former
71. Id
72. Id
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. Earlier Research Supported: Study Links Lead to Criminal Behavior, NEWS & OBSERVER, Feb.
8, 1996, at AI0 [hereinafter Study].
78. Id. See also, David Bellinger, Longitudinal Analysis of Pre-Natal and Post-Natal Lead Exposure
and Early Cognitive Development, 316 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1037, 103743 (1987).
79. Study, supra note 77.
80. See Susan Gilbert, Passing of Lead from Mother to Child is Shown, N.Y. TIMES, June 18, 1996,
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Yugoslavia."1 According to the National Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, in 1993, an estimated three million American children were at risk
of stunted intellectual, behavioral, and emotional development because of
lead.82 The suggestion that lead plate removal can minimize the effect of lead
poisoning is now believed by many to be fatuous. 3 Lead poisoning continues
to be a real threat, despite the fact that according to the EPA, most areas of the
nation now meet acceptable levels for lead, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide,
and particulate matterY This decrease in the amount of lead has resulted from
the general elimination of lead in gasoline and in paint. Nevertheless, this area
is ripe for human rights activists because of the unpredictability of successful
scientific intervention.
Although Robert A. Goyer of the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences agrees with the EPA, he argues that other factors continue to
enhance risk to lead exposure.85 Particular risks exist during fetal life when
factors such as "low socio-economic status, house paints, and less than ideal
nutrition particularly low dietary intake of calcium, iron, and zinc" still present
a real risk.' Goyer observes that "prenatal exposure may result from
endogenous sources such as lead in the maternal skeletal system or maternal
exposures from diet and environment.""7 He also observes that studies have
"shown that the developing nervous system is particularly sensitive to the toxic
effects of lead" and that many nervous system defects "are due to interference
of lead with biochemical functions dependent on calcium ions and impairment
of neuronal connections dependant on dendritic pruning. 8
In addition to the problem of air-borne lead pollution, the EPA recognizes
that more than 120 million Americans in sixty major cities still breathe air that
contains other contaminants.89 This is clearly a matter of human dignity in the
most profound sense. It also raises questions about the ethical basis of our
lives if our industries are responsible for contributing to urban health
problems. Two of the six most widespread pollutants, smog-forming ozone
81. Id
82. Lauran Neergaard, Lead Paints: Beware, CHI. TwB., Feb. 3, 1993, at C7.
83. See Bellinger, supra note 78, at 1038.
84. EPA DRAFr, supra note 5, at 11-12.
85. Robert A. Goyer, Results of Lead Research: Prenatal Exposure and Neurological Consequences,
10 ENvrL. HEALTH PERSP. 1050, 1050-54 (1996).
86. Id. at 1050.
87. Id.
88. Id at 1050-54.
89. EPA DRiAF, supra note 5, at 4.
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and carbon monoxide, which are caused by emissions from vehicles, are
extremely difficult to control.' In addition to the six most widespread air
pollutants, hundreds of toxic chemicals are released into the air.9' Over one
million tons of air toxins are released annually into the atmosphere by
industrial facilities, automobiles, and other sources.'
One effect of these air pollutants is the rise of asthma as a severe urban
health problem, particularly in children. Lincoln Hospital, the largest
hospital in New York's South Bronx area, recently reported close to 13,000
visits a year due to asthma.93 The National Institute of Health reports that
from 1983 to 1993, the incidence of asthma increased thirty-four percent.'
Its main causes are indoor air pollution, "particularly dust mites, cockroach
feces and body parts, and rat and mouse urine."" According to a National
Health Interview Survey, an estimated 2.7 million children under the age of
eighteen were reported to have asthma in 1991.' "Children with asthma, as
compared to children without asthma, result in an additional 10.1 million
days missed from school," an additional 12.9 million contacts with medical
doctors, and 200,000 hospitalizations.' "Almost 30% percent of children
with asthma had some limitation in activity, compared to only five percent
of children without asthma."
To address these seemingly intractable problems, the EPA has set five
clean air milestones which include: reducing vehicle emissions, the single
largest contributor to ozone pollution; reducing the environmental impact of
the increase in motor vehicle use; reducing toxic air pollutant emissions;
reducing the sulfur dioxide emissions that cause acid rain; and improving
visibility."9
Despite these admirable goals, political obstacles have obstructed the
EPA's efforts to achieve these milestones. For example, in March 1997, the
EPA concluded through its analysis of thousands of studies focusing on ozone
90. Id
91. Id.
92. Id.
93. Adam Nossiter, Air Pollution, Crowding Blamed for Asthma Epidemic in Bronx, NEWS &
OBSERVER, Sept. 10, 1995, at A29.
94. Id
95. Id.
96. See William R. Taylor & Paul W. Newacheck, Impact of Childhood Asthma on Health, 90
PEDIATRICS No. 5, 657, 657 (1992).
97. Id.
98. Id
99. EPA DRAFr, supra note 5, at 4.
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and particulate pollution that increased health protection is justified."°
However, "an industry coalition launched a sophisticated attack on the EPA's
work and implication of tighter standards" by arguing that "the agency was
biased and influenced by bad science and that revised standards would result
in the prohibition of woodstoves, family barbeques, and lawnmowers."'' ° In
the past, similar fears have been unfounded. For example, in "1979, when the
EPA last set a standard for smog, the American Petroleum Institute predicted
that 'extreme social and economic disruption' would follow and that
'impossible' controls would be imposed across the country. General Motors
advised Congress that the rule would cause 'widespread inflation and
employee layoffs."" 02 Nevertheless, the EPA adopted the rule, and the grim
results predicted by industry did not follow.
The Clean Air Act has been one of the most effective government
initiatives of this century. "Major air pollutants have decreased nationally by
thirty percent over the past 25 years," although the GDP in the United States
has increased by almost one hundred percent, the population has risen by
twenty-eight percent, and the total amount of vehicle miles traveled has
increased by 116 percent.103 The Clean Air Act shows that it is possible to
combine economic growth and environmental progress.
Several concerns about environmental health are merely the product of
false impressions deduced from other factors. Many concerns come simply
from the fact that with increased technology we are now able to identify new
health problems caused by a changing environment, even when we have not
contributed to such a change ourselves. Consider the recent increase in
concern about the presence of radon gas. Radon, a naturally occurring
substance, has received much attention in the last eight years."° The gas is
produced by radium, a by-product of decaying uranium. When radon surfaces
through the soil or cracks in the bedrock, it does not last long because its half-
life is only 3.8 days.' However, radon daughters, the decay products of
radon, are very harmful. These atomic particles lodge in lung tissue, where
they emit radiation that in sustained high levels may cause cell damage that
100. See Henry A. Waxman, False Alarms on Clean Air, WASH. POST, Mar. 5, 1997, at A21.
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. Id.
104. See Radon Risk Revisited, 8 HEALTH & ENVTL. DIG., Aug.-Sept. 1994, at 33.
105. See John D. Wagner & Mary Lee MacDonald, Keeping Radon Out of Old Houses, OLD HOUSE
J., Mar.-Apr. 1995, at 57, 61.
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could lead to cancer."°6 Despite the fact that radon gas poses one of the United
States' most significant environmental risks, no laws requiring radon
abatement currently exist.'°7
The EPA has estimated that residential radon levels lead to approximately
13,600 lung cancer deaths each year."as Not even environmental tobacco
smoke poses such a risk. Although it has been known for nearly fifteen years
that underground miners exposed to high concentrations of radon suffer from
a higher lung cancer mortality, domestic studies have shown that the incidence
of lung cancer caused by radon is difficult to determine with any precision.'"
Because a true risk estimate may never be obtained, the EPA has only been
able to warn people to take reasonable precautions. Anyone living below the
third floor of a structure should spend as little as twenty dollars to test their
homes for radon. If higher levels of radon are found, the EPA recommends
that people spend about $1200 to reduce the radon levels below the EPA's
recommended action level of four picoCuries per liter."'
The lack of specificity in these general precautions reveals that existing
knowledge in many new areas of environmental health is deficient. However,
one cannot abstain from action until clear scientific data proves the effects of
the environment on human health. Otherwise, one could not act in the case of
radon pollution because no epidemiological study has confirmed a statistically
significant relationship between indoor radon and lung cancer. Because we
cannot afford to wait for clear scientific proof that links environmental factors
to health problems, we must turn to a more general right to health if we are to
prevent such harms.
106. Id.
107. There are currently no federal regulations on radon in indoor air. The Indoor Radon Abatement
Act of 1988 does not direct the EPA to issue regulations on radon in indoor air. It does, however, establish
as a national goal that indoor radon levels equal outdoor radon levels. In contrast, the federal Safe Drinking
Water Act requires the EPA to regulate the amount of radon in public drinking water supplies. See Laura
Alderson, A Creeping Suspicion About Radon. 10 ENVTL. HEALTH PERSP. 824 (1996).
108. Id
109. Id
110. See Margo T. Oge, EPAs Radon Policy Explained, 8 HEALTH & ENVTL. DIG. Aug.-Sep. 1994,
at 35-37.
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B. The United Kingdom and Environmental Health
The United Kingdom published its first report on climate change, The
Potential Effects of Climate Change in the United Kingdom, in 1991.,' It then
published the Review of the Potential Effects of Climate Change in the United
Kingdom in 1996 (1996 Review)."' This report, which focuses solely on the
consequences of climatic change, is comprised of work undertaken by the
Climate Change Impacts Review Group, an organization formed by the
Department of Environment to consider the potential impacts of climate
change in the United Kingdom and to establish what further research is
needed."' Its 1996 report determined there is mounting evidence that the
global climate is changing as a result of human activities.
Much like the analysis from the United States, the latest U.K. report
provides us with some sobering thoughts. Like the U.S. report, the U.K. report
states that environmental change in the future will result in additional illness
and premature mortality. Like the U.S. experience, many of the illnesses are
debilitating, such as diarrheal and dysenteric infections caused by food-borne
and infective agents, leaving us especially insecure and vulnerable. Once
again, science is failing to provide all of the answers. The U.K. government,
like the U.S. government, cannot yet quantify the overall burden of additional
illness or of premature mortality. As a result, the U.K. government opts for a
"management-oriented" approach to the problems of environmental health
rather than advocating a more positive revised approach to the environment.
The case for human rights advocacy to protect basic rights of human dignity
is therefore unassailable in the face of these shortcomings.
1. Global Environmental Change
The United Kingdom has experienced several periods of warmer than
average temperatures in recent years. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change reported recently that this global warming is unlikely to have been
caused entirely by natural causes. The period from 1985-94, both globally and
S11I. UNITED KINGDOM CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS REVIEW GROUP, THE POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM (Department of the Environment, HMSO ed., 1991).
112. UNITED KINGDOM CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS REVIEW GROUP, REVIEW OF THE POTENTIAL
EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM (Department of the Environment, HMSO ed., 1996)
[hereinafter 1996 REVIEW].
113. Id.
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for the United Kingdom, has been about 0.2 degrees centigrade warmer than
the average of the 1961-90 period. From 1985-1994, the average global
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration rose by about five percent.' The
1996 Review created scenarios that approximated the effects that changing
climate and sea level will have on the United Kingdom in the decades of 2020
and 2050 if no major global policies of reducing greenhouse gas emissions are
enacted." 5
According to the 1996 Review, the following climate changes are likely
to emerge: (1) temperatures will increase at a rate of about 0.2 degrees per
centigrade per decade, with slightly lower rates of increase in the northwestern
United Kingdom than in the southeast and in winter compared to summer; (2)
extremely warm seasons and years will occur more frequently; (3) the amount
of annual precipitation in the United Kingdom will increase by about five
percent by 2020 and ten percent by 2050; (4) the number of rain days and the
average intensity of precipitation will increase slightly; (5) average seasonal
wind speeds will increase over most of the country; (6) potential
evapotranspiration will increase throughout the United Kingdom in both
winter and summer; and, finally, (7) the sea level will rise at the rate of about
five centimeters per decade."6
The 1996 Review recognizes that climate change may already be occuring
and may already have a measurable effect on climate statistics. For example,
of the five warmest years in central England's 337 year old temperature record,
three (1989, 1990, and 1995) have occured in the past ten years." 7 The
summer of 1976 was the warmest ever and that of 1995 the second warmest.
The 1996 Review estimates that by 2020 the climate of the United Kingdom
will be about one degree centigrade warmer, five percent wetter, and more
geographically contrasted than the period 1961-90.18 The current dry
southeast region will tend to become drier and the moist northwest will
become wetter." 9 The 1996 Review also estimates that by 2050, the climate
of the United Kingdom is likely to be about 1.5 degrees centigrade warmer and
eight percent wetter than the period 1961-90, and that average sea levels will
114. See generally INTERNGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, I IPCC FIRST ASSESSMENT
REPORT (1990).
115. See generally 1996 REVIEW, supra note 112.
116. Id. at l-ii.
117. Id at ii.
118. Id. at I.
119. Id. at ii.
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be about thirty-five centimeters higher than during the period 1961-90.2o
Finally, the 1996 Review predicts that the United Kingdom, especially the
northern regions, will be subject to more intense precipitation events and
extreme windspeeds. 2'
The 1996 Review also analyzes the possible benefits and detriments that
are likely to result from climate changes. Beneficial effects would be
experienced by the forestry industry, in some forms of agriculture (particularly
pastoral farming in the northwestern half of the United Kingdom), and in
tourism and recreation.' 22 However, climate change would adversely affect
soils, wildlife, and water resources.' Climate change would likely have
mixed effects, neither strongly beneficial nor adverse, on energy, minerals
extraction, construction, transportation, manufacturing, and finance. 2
Finally, climate change would likely result in several specific effects, such
as an increase in soil drought and soil erosion; a northward shift of natural
habitats, wildlife species, and farming zones; and an increase in animal
(especially insect) species as a result of northward migration from the
continent.' Furthermore, there would be a small decrease in the number of
plant species and a decrease in crop yields in the southeastern United Kingdom
with increased opportunities for perennial crops in the north.'26 Timber yields
would increase by twenty-five percent by 2050, especially in the northern
United Kingdom. 2 Climate changes would also affect water resources. There
would be an increase in riverflow in the winter and a decrease in the summer,
as well as an increase in public and agricultural demand for water. Weather
patterns would also be affected. There would be enhanced potential for
tourism and recreation as a result of increased temperatures and reduced
precipitation in summer.'28 However, there would be increased damage as a
result of increased storminess, flooding, and erosion on natural and human
resource assets in coastal zones. Finally, climate change would result in an
120. Id.
121. Id.
122. Id. at iii.
123. Id.
124. Id at iv.
125. Id at iii.
126. Id.
127. Id.
128. Id
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increased incidence of certain infectious diseases in humans and health effects
of extreme temperatures. '9
2. Health Effects of Global Environmental Change
The health effects of this global environmental change are the most
notable feature of the 1996 Review. Unlike other effects chronicled, the health
effects are not a mixed bag of positive and negative benefits; they are
unmistakably negative.
As the 1996 Review makes clear, global environmental change will likely
effect the overall health of the United Kingdom in several notable ways.
Climate change will have both direct health effects, such as heat wave induced
deaths, and indirect health effects, such as altered rates of infectious diseases
and altered exposure to air pollutants.3 While some health benefits would
result from climate change, the net impact upon health is likely to be adverse.
In the long term, the indirect health effects (especially from infectious
diseases, allergic disorders due to pollens and spores, and reduced supplies of
fresh water) may become dominant.'
Second, most of the quantitative forecasting data for health impacts
indicates that thermal stress and extreme weather events are likely to affect the
United Kingdom.' Despite recent observations in some tropical regions and
predictions that suggest a wider geographical spread of vector-borne infectious
diseases such as malaria, dengue, and leishmaniasis, it is unlikely that the
United Kingdom will be greatly affected by an increase in vector-borne
disease.' However, food-borne and water-borne infective agents that cause
diarrheal and dysenteric infections are likely to spread more readily in a
warmer climate. 34
The existing problems of urban air pollution would also be exacerbated by
climate change, which would enhance the production of photo-chemical
pollutants and amplify the biological impacts of certain pollutants.'35 Finally,
climate change would likely result in additional illness and premature
129. Id.
130. Id. at xix.
131. Id.
132. Id
133. Id.
134. Id
135. Id
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mortality. However, the overall burden of additional illness or premature
mortality cannot yet be quantified, due to the complexities of forecasting the
various indirect impacts upon human health. '36 Simplistic calculations based
solely on heat waves and weather disasters, for example, would therefore be
incomplete and misleading.'37
Although the United Kingdom cannot yet provide a definite account of the
likely effects of climate change on human health, a portion of the 1996 Review
is devoted to the discussion of measures that may be taken to ameliorate the
deleterious effects of climate change. The 1996 Review examines two types
of responses to climate change: autonomous adjustments and adaptations.
Autonomous adjustments, which are inherent to natural or social systems, are
responses to changing conditions, like migration. Adaptation, which is a
deliberate and explicit response to climate change, occurs only in managed and
social systems. 3' The 1996 Review states that in order to reduce the
potentially negative effects of climate change on the health of the U.K.
population, a number of health-protective measures should be introduced or
strengthened. 39  These would include weather warnings, air pollution
abatement, assurance of drinking water quality and food hygiene, and
appropriate vaccination and disease surveillance."4 Appropriate health care
facilities and professional training would also be required to limit the negative
effects of climate change on public health.' 4'
The 1996 Review is unusual because the government recognizes the
potentially disasterous consequences of climatic change. Its preventative
measures focus on developing the best mechanisms to cope with the enormous
change that is taking place. The 1996 Review adopts a "management-
oriented" approach to the problem rather than advocating a revised approach
to the environment. 4 However, it is not as far-reaching as the EPA's
approach in the United States. For example, the 1996 Review does not seek
to empower the public through the dissemination of more information and
education, nor does it undertake a detailed cost/benefit strategy. The research
it recommends for the future calls for: (1) improved models of the climate
136. Id.
137. Id.
138. Id. at iii.
139. Id. at vi.
140. Id.
141. Id.
142. Id at vii-ix.
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system to allow for better prediction of future climate and sea-level; (2) better
understanding of effects of climate change on the size and properties of the soil
carbon pool; (3) better understanding of effects of climate change on species
survival; (4) better predictive crop and livestock production models; (5) better
research on the response of key tree species to increased carbon dioxide; (6)
better models on the effects of climate on the water sector; (7) the adoption of
air-conditioning systems; and (8) the exploration of interdependencies between
the energy sector, the water industry, agriculture, and other sectors of the
economy. 43 It does not advocate a change in lifestyle or methodology.
Having considered the latest initiatives in the United States and the United
Kingdom, this article now discusses whether the right to health contributes to
the understanding of the consequences of global environmental change.
II. THE RIGHT TO HEALTH
An analysis of the right to health must begin with a determination of the
nature and scope of that right. Is the right to health a second generation
economic and social right that corresponds with the French Revolution slogan
of igaliti, or is it a third generation solidarity right that corresponds with the
slogan offraternitd? If it is a second generation right, then it is remarkably
underdeveloped.
The analysis of the United States and United Kingdom initiatives
demonstrates that environmental changes clearly have an impact on all life.
We need to consider whether such changes can be countered on the basis of a
right to health and, if so, how they can be countered. The right to health must
be distinguished from health rights. The first belongs to public health and the
other belongs to medicine. Medicine focuses on the health of an individual
and deals with physical illness and disablility of various sorts. Public health,
by contrast, focuses on the health of populations and has been defined as
ensuring "the conditions in which people can be healthy."'" Public health is
directly linked to the health problems caused by environmental change.
143. Id. at vii-viii.
144. INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE, FUTURE OF PUBLIC HEALTH 3 (1988).
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A. Health Rights
Health rights are much more embattled in current rights thinking than a
right to health. The United Kingdom has far-reaching health rights in the form
of a national health service that provides access to health care for all levels of
the population. The United States has no such general right, therefore, the
reform of its health care policy is currently considered the most pressing public
policy issue.'45 There seems to be a wider acceptance of a right to public
health than of a right to private health. Larry Gostin has referred to the lack
of health rights in the United States as follows:
In this wealthy country where 12% of the gross national
product is consumed by healthcare, 40 million people are
uninsured, millions more are underinsured, and morbidity and
mortality rates vary significantly across sexual, racial and
socio-economic lines. Countries that spend a much smaller
percentage of their wealth on healthcare enjoy superior
morbidity and mortality rates and manage to guarantee access
for all.'"
Despite the fact that a 1953 Presidential Commission supported it, the
Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in the Medical and Biomedical
and Behavioral Research, appointed by the President of the United States,
rejected the concept of a right to health as an ethical basis for reforms of the
U.S. health care system in its 1983 report.' 4 The rejection of this right was
based on the fact that the Bill of Rights to the United States Constitution does
not make a reference to such a right.' 48  In spite of this, the American
Association for the Advancement of Science completed a project exploring the
145. See Jacob S. Hacker, National Healthcare Reform: An Idea Whose Time Came and Went, 19 J.
HEALTH POL'Y L. 497,498 (1994).
146. Larry Gostin, Defining the Right to Adequate Health, Remarks at Harvard Law School (Sept.
1993), in ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS AND THE RIGHT TO HEALTH 17, 21 (Harvard Law School Human
Rights Program ed., 1995).
147. See PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION FOR STUDY OF ETHICAL PROBLEMS, MEDICINE AND BIOMEDICAL
AND BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH, SECURING ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE, THE ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF
DIFFERENCES IN THE AVAILABILITY OF HEALTH SERVICES (1983).
148. See Virginia A. Leary, The Right to Health in International Human Rights Lav, 1 HEALTH &
HUM. RTS. No. 2 30, 30 (1995).
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implications of recognizing such a right.'49 Their project, which has made a
major contribution to the understanding of the currently limited right to health
care, draws from consultations with experts in medicine, law, philosophy,
economics, and ethics.'50
Nevertheless, the rejection of a right to health does demonstrate that, in the
United States, where the public has not been given a simplified definition of
the right to adequate health, health care reform is not a popular issue. As a
result, social activists have not mobilized, and the debate on health care has
become bureaucratized. Indeed, many Americans reject the concept of an
unconditional right to health care because they want to reserve health care for
those who deserve it. 5 ' The logic of this approach is not clear. The idea is
certainly not one predicated on the equal moral worth of all individuals, but
instead posits that those who deserve health care are those who can afford to
pay for it. This approach overlooks the fact that those who generally attempt
to insure themselves against sickness and disease may nevertheless find
themselves without continuing health care under the current U.S. system. It
could, therefore, be argued that under the current system benefits are denied
to those who justly deserve them. To conclude, the right to health care is not
a recognizable health right. In fact, health rights have failed to crystallize in
the United States in any meaningful form. It is clear that the mantle must now
fall on others such as human rights advocates. They must use political,
constitutional, and philosophical arguments to achieve societal mobilization
for the ultimate realization of health rights. These health rights should, as the
1953 Presidential Commission recognized, be based on ethical precepts. The
role of professionals in securing for us all an ethical means of existence should
not go unaddressed. Before that can happen, however, we will have to
demonstrate our belief in the right to health.
B. Right to Health
In contrast to health rights, the right to health is more widely recognized
in international law. The adoption of the Constitution of the World Health
Organization (WHO) in 1946 declared the "enjoyment of the highest attainable
standard of health" to be a "fundamental right" recognized by the international
149. Id. at 31.
150. Id. at 30.
151. Gostin, supra note 146, at 21.
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community.5 ' One common definition of health is a "state of complete
physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease
or infirmity.""' This definition takes the concept of health thinking beyond a
limited, biomedical, and pathology-based perspective. The WHO also
emphasizes the importance of health promotion, defined as "the process of
enabling people to increase control over, and to improve, their health."'" This
requires that "an individual or group must be able to identify and realize
aspirations, dissatisfied needs, and to change or cope with the environment.""'
All these strictures are relevant to the problems discussed in Part I of this
article. One could argue that, applying the WHO standard, the right not to
suffer from cancer, liver damage, and disorders of the nervous system, or birth
defects as a result of drinking contaminated water, is a fundamental right in a
moral sense. One could also say that, given the failures of modern science to
detect all existing water-borne pathogens, or to determine the full extent of
damage caused by radon gas, or (in the case of the U.K. government) the likely
effects of climate change on human health, a new concept of the right to health
should transcend the limited biomedical and pathology-based definitions.
Similarly, to the extent that climatic changes produce indirect health effects (as
the U.K. government recognizes), such as causing infectious diseases or
allergic disorders induced by pollens and spores and reduced supplies of water,
the WHO determination of enabling people to increase control over and
improve their health is an increasingly vital one. Finally, one can say that the
WHO concept is also relevant to the discussion in Part I of this article. For
example, if one million tons of air toxins are released annually into the
atmosphere by industrial plants in the United States (as the EPA report
recognized), causing severe urban health problems, such as asthma in children,
then this is a denial to an individual of a chance to realize his or her aspirations
in life. The same can be said of quantitative forecasting data for health
impacts, which indicate that thermal stress and extreme weather events are
likely to affect the United Kingdom, thus reducing an individual's chance to
cope with the environment around him or her.
152. See Constitution of the World Health Organization, opened for signature, July 22, 1946, 62 Stat.
2679, 14 U.N.T.S. 185 [hereinafter WHO Constitution].
153. Id.
154. Id.
155. See Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion, (Nov. 21, 1986), presented at The First International
Conference On Health Promotion in Ottawa, Canada.
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In recent years, the right to health has been emphasized by international
organizations, human rights organizations, and legal scholars. In 1978, the
Hague Academy of International Law and the United Nations University
organized a multi-disciplinary workshop entitled The Right to Health as a
Human Right. Participants consisted of experts from the fields of law,
medicine, economics, and international organizations. The workshop
established the phrase "right to health" within the context of international
human rights and drew attention to sources of the right. 56 In 1989, the Pan-
American Health Organization (PAHO) also addressed the right to health by
publishing a lengthy study edited by two lawyers with extensive experience in
health law." 7 The lawyers cited detailed provisions of the WHO Constitution
and international human rights treaties to support the existence of the right to
health as a legal right in international law. 58 The same PAHO publication
referred to the right to health on a number of occasions in various international
human rights instruments.5 9
On December 6, 1993, the United Nations Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights (ESC Committee), which monitors the application
of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(Economic Covenant), held a Day of General Discussion on the Right to
Health, which focused on the meaning to be attributed to Article 12 of the
Economic Covenant."w In the same year, the WHO published Human Rights
in Relation to Women's Health,'6' which contained a number of references to
women's rights to health and considered the meaning of that right through
detailed references to the WHO Constitution, the Economic Covenant, the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
156. See generally THE HAGUE ACADEMY OF INTERNATIONAL LAw & UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY,
THE RIGHT TO HEALTH AS A HUMAN RIGHT (1979).
157. See Heman L. Fuenzalida-Puelma & Susan Scholle Connor, The Right to Health, in THE RIGHT
TO HEALTH IN THE AMERICAS 509, 596-607 (Pan American Health Organization ed., 1989).
158. Id.
159. Id.
160. International Convenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, G.A. Res. 2200, U.N. GAOR,
21st Sess., Supp. No. 16, art. 12., U.N. Doc. A/6316 (1966) [hereinafter Economic Covenant]. See U.N.
Information Service, Press Release HR/3604, Dec. 6, 1993 [hereinafter U.N. Press Release]. Article 12 of
the Economic Covenant provides that "the States Parties to the present covenant recognize the right of
everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health."
161. REBECCA J. COOK, WOMEN'S HEALTH & HUMAN RIGHTS: THE PROMOTION AND PROTECTION
OF WOMEN'S HEALTH THROUGH INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAw 21 (1994).
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Women (Women's Convention), and the Convention on the Rights of the
Child (Children's Convention). 63
Despite the numerous references to the right to health in international law,
there remain fundamental difficulties with such a use of rights language. For
example, the PAHO study shows clear ambivalence in the use of the term right
to health: "In summary, the editors recognize that the phrase A Right to Health
may be incomplete and conceptually misleading. We suggest that a more
correct phraseology would be A Right to Health Protection, including two
components, a Right to Health Care and a Right to Healthy Conditions."'"
The authors in this report settle for the term right to health only "[f]or the sake
of convenience and to conform to standard usage in human rights texts .... ,65
It is important to consider what obligations, if any, can be placed on states
to promote and protect the right to health. The Day of General Discussion on
the Right to Health organized by the ESC Committee is a rare and possibly
unique occasion on which this question has been considered by a United
Nations organ. The ESC Committee invited interested organizations and
individuals to present their views on the scope of and obligations relating to
Article 12 of the Economic Covenant.'6 Approximately twenty organizations
and individuals made presentations 67 that emphasized three suggestions for the
definition of a right to health. First, Article 12 should list the steps to be taken
by States Parties to realize the right to health."a Second, there should be an
acceptance of the importance of referring to specific goals and indicators
developed by the WHO, particularly relating to primary health care and the
goal of health for all by the year 2000." Third, there should be an acceptance
of the fundamental principles that are common to respect for all human rights:
dignity, nondiscrimination, participation, and entitlement." Several speakers
also referred to the necessity of special concern for health needs of vulnerable
162. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, U.N. GAOR,
34th Sess., Supp No. 46, at 193, U.N. Doc. A/Res/34/180 (1980).
163. Convention on the Rights of the Child, U.N. GAOR, 44th Sess., Supp. No. 49, at 166, U.N. Doc.
A/44.736 (1989).
164. Fuenzalida-Puelma & Connor, supra note 157, at 600.
165. Id.
166. The establishment of the Committee has been described by Philip Alston, Out of the Abyss: The
Challenge Confronting the New UN. Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 9 HuM. RTS. Q.
332 (1987).
167. See U.N. Press Release, supra note 160.
168. Id.
169. Id.
170. Id
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populations. By way of concluding this section, we can say that the
recognition of dignity, nondiscrimination, participation, and entitlement, as
important public values to be promoted, brings us back to a consideration of
how human rights discourses can be developed to reflect these ideals.
Earlier, this article discussed chthonic rights. Certainly, given the failures
of science to determine the full extent of environmental health problems and
the failure of the medical profession to develop either a coherent idea of health
rights or an idea of a right to health, this concept becomes even more
attractive. Increasingly, the notion of chthonic rights must be seen as part of
a wider package of third generation solidarity rights. However, another
difficulty earlier alluded to was the use of the rights language in this way. If
the right to health or a safe environment is a third generation solidarity right,
what about the right to development? Is this not also a third generation right
crying out for recognition? Earlier, this article stated that the rhetoric of
human rights is not always helpful and that we must be careful not to change
the terms of the debate. We must now test out this proposition in Part III.
III. THE RIGHT TO DEVELOPMENT
The difficulty with any rights dialogue, particularly where that dialogue
is individually based, is that many rights stand in contradistinction to each
other. Thus, an individual's right to health or an individual's right to enjoy the
environment may stand opposed to another individual's right to development.
As previously discussed, the EPA set out a number of questions to resolve.
These questions involved: what tangible results environmental programs
should aim to deliver; what investments should governmental agencies make;
how to encourage regulatory reinvention and flexibility; and what
environmental progress can be made. Although these questions can be
satisfactorily posed in a national context, their ultimate success level is linked
to what other countries elsewhere are able to do. Many Third World nations
would argue that the right to development is presently their most fundamental
right. Like the demands of the right to health, the demands and challenges
posed by the right to development must be properly evaluated. The right to
development is a third generation solidarity right that corresponds to the
French Revolution slogan offraterniti. Many would argue that, as a matter
ofjustice, developed nations must help underdeveloped nations to develop and
prosper economically. This development, however, would not be without
consequences.
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A. Development in the Developing World
In his seminal article, Potential Health Effects of Global Climatic and
Environmental Changes, Alexander Leaf observes that "the root cause of the
climatic and atmospheric changes stems from the pressure of the current
population explosion and the desire of people everywhere to improve their
standards of living," and that "the industries most heavily reliant on
environmental resources and most heavily polluting are growing fastest in the
developing world, where growth is urgent and the capacity to minimize
damaging side effects is smaller."'' Yet, there is no reason why it should not
be possible for these other countries to do what the EPA is proposing. Clearly
the goals the EPA has set are only proposed targets to be achieved by
regulatory, voluntary, public, or private means. The milestones merely reflect
the EPA's best judgment concerning measurable progress that a nation can
reasonably achieve. There is no reason why other nations cannot make their
own judgments about what measurable progress they can achieve while still
pursuing economic development programs. Similarly, there is no reason why
other countries cannot begin to implement strategies that offer industries and
communities some flexibility to develop less expensive, cleaner, and smarter
ways of protecting the environment. Nevertheless, it is clear that most
countries in the first rank of development today are failing to take such
initiatives.
As many East Asian states become intent on economic development, the
West uses human rights as an instrument of economic competition. The
lengthening catalogue of rights and freedoms in international human rights law
encompasses such matters as pay, work conditions, trade unions, standard of
living, rest and leisure, welfare and social security, women's and children's
rights, and the environment. Yet, it is difficult to believe that economic
considerations do not in some way influence Western attitudes toward the
prison labor component of Chinese exports or child labor in Thailand.
Western efforts must reckon with the altered distribution of power in the post-
Cold War world where economic power has been diffused. By the turn of the
century, China will be a formidable political and economic force. This does
not mean that Chinese human rights abuses should be overlooked; rather,
attempts to influence events in other parts of the world cannot ignore particular
local realities and interests. For the first time since the Universal Declaration
171. Leaf, supra note 3, at 1581 (emphasis added).
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of Human Rights in 1948, countries not belonging to the Judeo-Christian and
natural law traditions are among the world's most developed. This
unprecedented situation will define international politics and policies in the
future.'"
While Western governments place emphasis on civil and political rights
rather than economic, social, and cultural rights, most East and Southeast
Asian governments see order and stability as preconditions for economic
growth, and they see growth as the necessary foundation of any political order
that claims to advance human dignity. Their historical experience is based less
on individualistic ethos and more on communitarian tradition. This indicates
that the approach of Western governments has to be different. They have to
emphasize the threats to traditional rights, rather than individual rights, if
progress throughout the world is to be made. In 1991, the government of the
People'sRepublic of China issued a White Paper, which is the most important
official statement on human rights issues to date, but which subordinated
human rights to the right to development:
China pays close attention to the issue of the right to
development. China believes that as history develops, the
concept and connotation of human rights also develop
constantly .... To the people in the developing countries,
the most urgent human rights are still the right to subsistence
and the right to economic, social and cultural development.
Therefore, attention should first be given to the right to
development....
It is submitted that the argument that human rights advocates need to deploy
is as follows: Unless the dangerous health effects of environmentally induced
illnesses, ranging from skin rashes to vomiting to cancers, caused by ever
increasing air and water pollution, are strictly regulated (as the latest reports
from the United States and the United Kingdom demonstrate), there will be no
long term social, and cultural development. Nevertheless, the right to
development is not insignificant in international law and 'deserves to be
properly analyzed in human rights terms.
172. See Bilhari Kousikan, Asia's Different Standard, 92 FOREIGN POL'Y 24 (1993).
173. STEINER & ALSTON, supra note 2, at 1110 (emphasis added).
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B. Human Rights and Development
The right to development was first recognized by the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights in 1977."7 The idea first arose during the
United Nations World Conference on Human Rights held in Tehran in 1968,
when the relationship between human rights and development was discussed.
The right to development was first enshrined by the General Assembly in the
1986 Declaration on the Right to Development.'7 This Declaration was
passed, not only to protect human rights and fundamental freedoms, but also
to solve "international problems of an economic, social, cultural or
humanitarian nature.' 76
Article 1 defines the right to development as "an inalienable human right"
and links it to the "right of peoples to self determination."' 7 Article 2 states
that "the human person is the central subject of development" and "all human
beings have a responsibility for development" with states having the right and
the duty to formulate appropriate national development policies." Under
Article 3, states have the primary responsibility for the creation of national and
international conditions favorable to the realization of the right to
development.' Article 4 states that "sustained action is required to promote
more rapid development of developing countries. As a complement to the
efforts of developing countries, effective international cooperation is essential
in providing these countries with appropriate means and facilities to foster
their comprehensive development."'" Finally, Article 8 requires "all necessary
measures for the realization of the right to development," including "equality
of opportunity for all in their access to basic resources, education, health
services, food, housing, employment and the fair distribution of income."' 8'
It also requires that "[a]ppropriate economic and social reforms should be
carried out with a view to eradicating all social injustices."'' These rights
have led Mohammed Bedjaoui to refer to the right to development:
174. Id. at 1111.
175. Declaration on the Right to Development, U.N. GAOR 3rd Comm., 41st Sess., 97th mtg. U.N.
Doec. A/Res/41/128 (1986).
176. Id at art. 2.
177. Id. at art. 1.
178. Id. at art. 2.
179. Id. at art. 3.
180. Id. at art. 4.
181. Id. at art. 8.
182. Id.
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as a fundamental right, the precondition of liberty, progress,
justice and creativity. It is the alpha and omega of human
rights, the first and last human right, the beginning and the
end, the means and the goal of human rights, in short it is the
core right from which all others stem ... ."3
The right to development has increasingly gained prominence in international
law and does not simply encompass the right to develop one's country, but
also implies an obligation upon developed nations to give assistance in
appropriate cases.
Briefly stated, the emergence of a numerically dominant
group of developing countries, as a result of the wave of
decolonization that peaked in the late 1960s, led to the
elevation of economic development goals to the top of the
international agenda. Given the level of resentment over the
negative consequences of the colonial experience and the
reticence of the former colonial powers to recognize
continuing obligations towards the peoples concerned, the
assumption that reparations were payable was never far below
the surface .... The North, for its part was anxious to insist
that the development process should be predicated upon full
respect for human rights and that economic and social rights
should be taken seriously, but was not prepared to accept that
these positions might have direct implications for its own
policies towards Third World countries, especially in terms of
aid and trade. 'The South, on the other hand, was anxious to
demand concessions from the North and to constrain it in
respect of various of its policy options, but was unprepared to
accept any constraints on its own freedom of action.'"
It has been argued that the single most important objective of the right to
development is to establish an obligation for wealthier countries to provide
183. Mohammed Bcdjaoui, The Right to Development, in INTERNATIONAL LAW: ACHIEVEMENTS AND
PROSPECTS, 1177, 1182 (1991) (emphasis added).
184. Id.
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financial and other types of assistance to poorer countries.85 Philip Alston and
Gerard Quinn have written that there are three provisions in the Declaration of
the Right to Development that can be interpreted as giving rise to an obligation
by richer states to provide assistance to poorer states.'" The first is connoted
by the phrase "individually and through international assistance and
cooperation, especially economic and technical."' 87 The second is rooted in the
provision in Article 11 (1) requiring States Parties to take appropriate steps to
ensure the realization of an adequate standard of living. The third is found in
the provision in Article 11 (2) requiring States Parties to take, "individually and
through international cooperation," relevant measures concerning the right to
be free from hunger.'88 Alston and Quinn argue that during the preparatory
phase of these provisions, "it was conceded by virtually all delegations that the
developing states would require some form of international assistance if they
were to be able to promote effectively the realization of economic and social
rights," but that this obligation did "not extend much, if at all, beyond that
general proposition.' ' 9
It cannot be controverted that foreign aid is often critical to the realization
of effective change in developing countries. As Keith Griffin and A.R. Khan
have said, "[t]he most important issue linking human development and
international capital revolves around the role of foreign aid."'" While they
agree that "much aid in the past has been wasted," they state that "there is
evidence that when donor and recipient act responsibly, foreign aid can indeed
be of benefit."'' To that extent, if the Declaration of the Right to
Development is to have any effect, foreign assistance and aid from developed
countries must be mandatory. However, even if one accepts this proposition,
there is still the conflict between the right to development and its necessary
impact on the environment. As such, the right to development is likely to have
unwelcome effects for the environment. The latest U.S. and U.K. reports on
the environmental health effects are serious enough for us to question some of
185. Id.
186. Philip Alston, Revitalizing United Nations Work on Human Rights & Development, 18 MELB.
U.L. REV. 216,218,220(1991).
187. Philip Alston & Gerard Quinn, The Nature and Scope of States Parties' Obligations Under the
International Covenant on Economic, Social & Cultural Rights, 9 HuM. RTS. Q. 156, 186 (1987).
188. Economic Covenant, supra note 160, at art. 11(2).
189. Alston & Quinn, supra note 187, at 188.
190. KEITH GIFFIN & AzIZUR RAHMAN KHAN, GLOBALIZATION AND THE DEVELOPING WORLD 90
(1992).
191. Id. at 91.
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the fundamentals of development law expressed by international lawyers.
Even if foreign aid is a critical part of economic development, is economic
development a critical part of the general right to development? Should we
not also consider the importance of cultural and social development? Should
we not be seeking to achieve a balance between all life's aspects that
contribute to the complete development of all people? Even in a country as
economically advanced as the United Kingdom, it cannot be proper to talk
about development if the 1.5 degrees centigrade rise in temperature in the next
fifty years is going to adversely affect soils, wildlife, and water resources. Our
ultimate concern about economic development has to address ecological and
chthonic development. Only in this way will humankind's full interests be
best served.
IV. HUMAN RIGHTS
The discussion of the right to. development once again brings us to an
evaluation of the role of human rights. The concept of human rights has two
major limitations in the context of our present discussions. The first arises
from the fact that human rights discourses, and many of the norms arising in
international law therefrom, are still rooted in the first generation civil and
political rights of libertd. In much of the developing world, these discourses
have not moved on to the second generation of economic and social rights of
egaliti. Thus, human rights are basically concerned with the individual as an
individual.' 9 For much of human history, however, the concept of the
individual has not been very significant.93 Accordingly, human rights deviate
from what is the norm of historical human experience. The second limitation
arises from the fact that, although health is something that we all cherish,
human rights dialogue has not traditionally been linked with the right to health
largely because of the failure to concentrate on second and third generation
rights.' 94
192. See Jack Donnelly, In Search of the Unicorn: The Jurisprudence and Politics of the Right to
Development, 15 CAL. W. INT'L J. 473,483 (1985).
193. See Rhoda Howard, Dignity Community and Human Rights, in HUMAN RIGHTS IN CROSS-
CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES 81 (Abdullahi An-Na'im ed., 1992).
194. See Ruth Romer, The Right to Health Care, in THE RIGHT TO HEALTH IN THE AMERICAS, supra
note 157, at 17-23.
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A. The Individual and Human Rights
The concept of human rights is basically concerned with an atomistic view
of the individual. In the classical sense, human rights is a liberal conception
based on the inviolability of the individual against the state. It advocates
giving the individual moral and political space within the state to "do his own
thing." However, the concept is not an obvious vehicle for advancing rights
other than those of the individual, such as the rights of communities. It is
equally not as obvious where the state is not involved as the main trespasser
on a persons's inviolability. This limitation has important consequences once
one recognizes that there may be oppressors other than the state.
The rhetoric of human rights finds its genesis in the seventeenth century
when liberal political philosophers, such as Hobbes and Locke, began
exploring the relationship between the individual and the state. Their
discourses, undertaken in the milieu of the rise of capitalism and modern
science, paved the way for liberalism as the predominant Western political
creed. By the nineteenth century, political liberalism had become a very large
movement, spanning the whole of western Europe and the United States. Its
greatest development, however, took place in England, which throughout the
nineteenth century was the most highly industrialized country in the world.
Only there did liberalism, with its mixture of Christian charity and
humanitarianism, simultaneously achieve the status of a national philosophy
and a national policy.
Political liberalism and its offspring, liberal democracy, became the
greatest political gift of Britain to the rest of the world. It was a philosophy
based upon the expansion of population, consumption, and technological
progress because of its unlimited access to physical and natural resources.'95
The conception of liberalism, however, was based upon individual rights. The
individual had the right to complete and undisturbed self-fulfillment while
using the seemingly infinite resources of the world. For nearly two hundred
years, such a conception of rights prevailed in various forms and
manifestations. This conception was instrumental in defining human rights as
we understand them today. However, this approach failed to recognize other
moral rights. For example, it did not allow for morally justifiable claims
195. See Dale Jamieson, Global Responsibilities: Ethics, Public Health, and Global Environmental
Change, 5 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 65 (1997).
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against the individual by the wider community.'" As a consequence, the
concepts of group rights and communitarian rights have not easily gained
acceptance. As Jack Donnelly has argued:
The very concept of human rights, as it has heretofore been
understood, rests on a view of the individual person as
separate from, and endowed with inalienable rights held
primarily in relation to, society, and especially the state.
Furthermore, within the area defined by these rights, the
individual is superior to society in the sense that ordinarily, in
cases of conflict between individual human rights and social
goals or interests, individual rights must prevail. The idea of
collective human rights represents a major, and at best
confusing, conceptual deviation. I do not want to challenge
the idea of collective rights per se or even the notion of
peoples rights; groups including nations, can and do hold a
variety of rights. But these are not human rights as that term
is ordinarily understood.'"
It is this limited conception of rights that has led some commentators to
question the utility of the concept, given the changed dynamics of the modern
world. Henry Steiner, speaking at an interdisciplinary discussion on economic
and social rights and the right to health at Harvard Law School, asked whether
economic and social rights are legal or moral in character.'98 He questioned
whether "they [are] applicable within a state only as made so by that state," or
whether they are "part of universal human rights in a way that binds all
states?"'" Steiner also questioned whether rights rhetoric is helpful or harmful
in situations in which rights serve as a foundation for a legal order or act to
spur political action."s He also inquired whether there are more effective
modes of argument than rights "to advance the cause of welfare provision in
fields of health, food, and housing." 0' Finally, Steiner questioned whether
196. Donnelly, supra note 192, at 490-91.
197. Id. at 497 (emphasis added).
198. Henry Steiner, Applying Rights Rhetoric to Economic and Social Claims, Remarks at Harvard
Law School, in ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS AND THE RIGHT TO HEALTH, supra note 146, at 1.
199. Id.
200. Id.
201. Id.
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"rights in themselves [are] the abstract object of our devotion," or whether we
are "so attentive to rights because they serve a desired social end [such as] the
alleviation of poverty and illness and other distress."2 2  Martha Minow,
speaking at the same discussion, demonstrated the weakness of rights rhetoric
in relation to interests other than the individual per se, by stating:
rights rhetoric revolves around the individual, the bearer of
the right; it doesn't help us in allocating resources or
adjudicating between competing rights bearers. Its
individualism paralyses us and frustrates dialogue, and so we
begin to gravitate toward utilitarianism, which speaks to the
general good. But isn't there a way to fold within rights
discourse a concern for the interests of others?2 3
The liberal conception of rights, developed by the leading philosophers of
the seventeenth century, now undermines and debilitates the very integrity of
humankind that the historic construction of original individually based human
rights was designed to protect. Due to this flawed conception, the developing
countries of the world are increasingly wont to leave the welfare and well-
being of their people to market forces where economics prevail. Having
wrested from the surrounding world the right to "do his own thing" the
individual must now fend for himself. This position may well have been a
perfectly defensible position when the individual was poised against the state
or against other enemies within the state; however, it is hardly effectual in
preserving his social rights in a global environment. As a result of this
approach, education will worsen, poverty will increase, and the general well-
being of people in society will decline. If human rights are to ameliorate the
fate of humankind in an era of global environmental change, the concept of
human rights must reinvent itself. So universal has been the general reception
of human rights as an ideology in this century that it is often forgotten that
human rights is a recent innovation in human history. ' Human rights are only
202. Id at 2.
203. Martha Minow, Applying Rights Rhetoric to Economic and Social Claims, Remarks at Harvard
Law School, in ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS AND THE RIGHTTO HEALTH, supra note 146, at 3.
204. For example, Henry Steiner observes that:
the fundamental civil and political rights that we talk of today occupy only a tiny
fragment of human history, yet they often appear to us as though fixed in the heavens as
gospel. Not long ago, in the age of monarchs and the rising bourgeoisie, rights were
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morally sustainable if they are predicated on an ethical basis, and it is this
ethical basis that we must develop. It is worth recounting here the different
ways in which the ethical basis of our lives is increasingly being diminished.
It is worth remembering how this affects the dignity of our lives. Nothing
illustrates these concerns better in this paper than the EPA's twelve goals that
were outlined earlier in this article. These included concerns about
empowering people With adequate information. What this demonstrates is not
only are we concerned about things like clean air and water, but we do not
have enough information on what is going on around us and how this is going
to affect us fifty years from now. The insecurity that this engenders in our
lives leaves us feeling immensely vulnerable. Traditional knowledge and
traditional conceptions about rights had a way of dealing with this, but modern
day human rights discourses look markedly weak and underdeveloped in this
sense. Most nations have not felt it necessary to develop a notion of individual
human rights in the Western sense. Hence, the question arises how our
individual lives can be best protected during the present process of global
environmental change.
B. Health and Human Rights
Ironically, the link between health and human rights is arguably weak.
The right to life is a basic human right.2°5 The denial of medicine, clean water,
or adequate nutrition, which leads to death, is a clear violation of this right.
Therefore, the right to health and health care must be fundamental human
rights. Even considering this unequivocal recognition of the indivisibility of
all human rights, health has not traditionally been linked to human rights. The
human rights movement has, for understandable reasons, been far more
concerned with violations such as torture, extrajudicial executions,
disappearances, and political imprisonment. The link of health to human rights
resulted through pressure exerted by Southern-based human rights advocates
upon Northern-based human rights organizations to consider social and
economic rights equally important aspects of human rights. However, civil
embattled. Their survival was uncertain. Their development and contemporary
entrenchment have been a gradual process. Their scope keeps changing. Before a period
as recent as the 1930s, how many thought that social security was a right-in today's
idiom, an economic right? Steiner, supra note 198, at 16.
205. See Laurie S. Wiseberg, The Opening of a Dialogue, 1 HEALTH & HUM. RTS. No. 2 (1995).
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and political rights still dominate the human rights dialogue. As Steiner and
Alston state, there is:
a deep and enduring disagreement over the proper status of
economic, social and cultural rights. At one extreme lies the
view that these rights are superior to civil and political rights
both in terms of an appropriate value hierarchy and in
chronological terms. At the other extreme we find the view
that economic and social rights do not constitute rights (as
properly understood) at all and that treating them as rights
will inevitably undermine the enjoyment of individual
freedom, justify large scale interventionism and provide an
excuse to downgrade the importance of civil and political
rights.'
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) has, from its inception,
recognized both sets of human rights. It is suggested that these other rights
have not been emphasized because of the failure to recognize how individuals
may lead dignified lives. Yet, the UDHR could have been so interpreted.
Human dignity could have been substituted for human rights. Article 25 of the
1948 UDHR states: "Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate
for the health and well-being of himself and his family, including food,
clothing, housing and medical care and the right to security in the event of..
sickness [and] disability ... , "I This implies both a second generation right
of egalitd and a third generation right offraternitd.
In addition, the language of the WHO Constitution states in its preamble:
"the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the
fundamental rights of every human being without distinction of race, religion,
political belief, economic or social conditions."2° However, it is the Economic
Covenant that refers not only to a right to health, but links this right to
environmental protection:
206. STEINER & ALSTON, supra note 2, at 256.
207. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217 A (11), U.N. Doec. A/810, at art. 25
(1948).
208. See WHO Constitution, supra note 152.
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1. The States Parties to the present covenant recognize the
right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable
standard of physical and mental health. 2. The steps to be
taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to achieve
the full realization of this right shall include those necessary
for... [t]he improvement of all aspects of environmental and
industrial hygiene. ' 9
Despite the reference in international instruments to the environment, there
is no consensus on the specific shape or meaning of these particular rights.
Furthermore, the reference to the highest attainable standard of health must
also implicitly encompass the impact of environmental factors on health.
Article 24 of the Children's Convention states, "States Parties recognize the
right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of
health."23 0 The same language is repeated in the African Charter on Human
and People's Rights: "Every individual shall have the right to enjoy the best
attainable state ofphysical and mental health. "2. In 1978, the WHO and the
UNICEF Declaration of Alma-Ata adopted at the International Conference on
Primary Health Care used similar language:
The Conference strongly reaffirms that health, which is a state
of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity, is a fundamental
human right and that the attainment of the highest possible
level of health is the most important world-wide social goal
whose realisation requires the action of many other social and
economic sectors in addition to the health sector.'
The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion went further still: "the fundamental
conditions and resources for health are peace, shelter, education, food, income,
209. Economic Covenant, supra note 160, at art. 12.
210. Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 163, at 7.
211. The African Charter on Human and People's Rights, June 27, 1981, OAU Doc.
CAB/LEG/67/3/Rev.5 (1981), reprinted in 21 l.L.M. 59 (1982) (emphasis added) [hereinafter African
Charter].
212. Declaration ofAlma-Ata, Report of the International Conference on Primary Health Care, (Sept.
12, 1978) (emphasis added).
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a stable eco-system, sustainable resources, social justice and equity." '3 The
right to a healthy environment, however, in its own right, is something that has
only been recognized with the realization of the human cost of environmental
degradation.
In 1972, the Stockholm Declaration upheld the view that the environment
should be protected in order to ensure established rights, such as the rights to
life, health, personal security, suitable work conditions, and private property. 214
This is a more explicit statement than that found in Article 12(1) of the
Economic Covenant. The Stockholm Declaration states that the environment
is "essential to (human) well-being and to the enjoyment of basic human
rights-even the right to life itself."21  In that Declaration, the United Nations
General Assembly unanimously endorsed the principle that "[m]an has the
fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in an
environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being."" 6
It is fair to say that this link between human welfare and environmental
quality represents a realization of the necessity of a healthy environment that
has led to the inclusion of environmental rights in international declarations
and regional covenants and in virtually every constitution that has been revised
or adopted in the last thirty years. In 1992, the Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development and the World Charter for Nature endorsed the
same principle. 17 Moreover, regional treaties and declarations in the
Americas, Africa, and Europe all recognize some form of a right to a healthy
environment.2' 8 Such worldwide changes have led leading health professionals
such as Jonathan Mann to state that:
Health workers can join others impacting directly to impact
the human rights substratum for disease, disability and death.
Health professionals can participate in public debate,
speaking the truth about health to power, opposing the
213. Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion, supra note 155 (emphasis added).
214. Stockholm Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, Report
of the U.N. Conf. on the Human Environment, June 16, 1972, U.N. Doc. A/Conf.48/14(1972), reprinted in
I I I.L.M. 1416 [hereinafter Stockholm Declaration].
215. Id
216. Id.
217. United Nations Conference on Environment and Development: Rio Declaration on Environment
and Development, June 14, 1992, Principle 1, 31 I.L.M. 874, 876.
218. See African Charter, supra note 211, at art. 24; Protocol to the American Convention on Human
Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, O.A.S.T.S. No. 69, Art. 11 (1989).
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simplified moralisms which blamed the victims (the ill, the
disabled, the dead) for health problems whose societal root
causes have been ignored. Now the world needs global
thinking, leadership and action on health and human rights. 19
Clearly, these changes have galvanized people, a fact that demonstrates
that human rights can play an essential role in the search for solutions to
problems caused by environmental change. Human rights ideology in its
revised form can mobilize public and political pressure to take action where
action is needed. However, the concept of human rights is still limited-if not
internally, then externally-by the fact that human rights advocacy is only one
aspect of a broader struggle to protect many peoples' way of life when the
environment changes. '
V. THE WAY FORWARD?
There is no doubt that the human rights discourse, as traditionally
conceived, remains a weak implement with which to augment the entire range
of dignity rights that today stand to be infringed on by forces other than
national states. The carefully crafted initiatives on environmental health by the
U.S. and U.K. governments are meaningful only to the extent that they address
concerns within the jurisdiction of national governments. But governments
alone do not infringe rights of dignity. Nor do they alone infringe any right to
environmental health. Human rights norms are arguably weak given the
growing profile of free trade arrangements like the General Agreement on
Trade and Tariffs and the North American Free Trade Agreement, which have
shifted considerable power away from states to international regulatory and
financial bodies.
Many of these bodies are multinational corporations that exert tremendous
power over human beings. For example, the annual global earnings of Texaco
219. Jonathan Mann, Health and Human Rights: Broadening the Agenda for Health Professionals,
2 HEALTH & HUM. RTs. No. 11,4 (1996Xemphasis added).
220. For example, Karl Klare has observed that whereas rights concepts are sufficiently elastic to
mean different things to different people, "[e]ven those who would consistently invoke rights in the service
of self-determination, autonomy and equality find that rights concepts are internally contradictory. That is
because, like all of legal discourse, rights theory is an arena of conflicting conceptions of justice and human
freedom." See Karl Klare, Legal Theory and Democratic Reconstruction: Reflection on 1989, 35 U. BIT.
COLUM. L. REV. 69, 100 (1991).
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are about forty billion dollars." Since 1967, Texaco has been drilling for oil
in Asia, Ecuador, and beneath a rainforest that contains one of the most diverse
collections of plant and animal life in the world. Because Ecuador has a GDP
of only twelve billion dollars, Texaco is able to dwarf the entire nation of
Ecuador." The result is that basic human rights concerns can no longer be
effectively addressed to state governments; rather, they must be directed to the
multinational companies. When the Texaco-Gulf consortium first discovered
oil, the Ecuadorian government had neither the expertise nor the resources to
develop it. The government relied wholly upon foreign companies to conduct
exploration, build infrastructure, and extract the oil. Texaco states that it has
complied with Ecuador's environmental laws. However, Ecuador cannot
enforce stronger environmental regulations because of the enormous influence
on national oil policy wielded by Texaco. Neither the interests of the
environment nor of the individuals that live in it can be protected in such
circumstances.m
At the beginning of this article, I made reference to the third generation of
solidarity rights. Karel Vasak's list of these solidarity rights includes "the
right to development, the right to environment, the right to the common
heritage of mankind, and the right to communication." These rights must be
developed in a more focused way. We must ask what the right to the
environment implies. There is a clear absence of a debate here. At this stage,
we can only offer some tentative ideas. In discussing rights relating to and
flowing from the environment, we have seen the limitations of both public
health and of human rights generally. First, we must move to an
understanding of humankind's global rights to a dignified existence. There
must be an emphasis on something more than individual justice. We can then
focus on global justice. In other words, the individual must be forced to look
beyond himself. In this way we can embrace a changed world view.
A. A Dignified Existence
The concept of human rights is not based upon an understanding of how
human cultures have historically behaved. Nor is it based upon an
221. See Chris Jochnick et al., Rights Violations in the Ecuadorian Amazon: The Human
Consequences of Oil Development, I HEALTH& HUM. RTs. No. ! 83, 96(1994).
222. Id.
223. Id. at 83-100.
224. See STEINER & ALSTON, supra note 2, at I 11.
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understanding of their conceptions of dignity and justice. It is the direct result
of the social evolution in the modem world toward the political formation of
state societies. Human rights have, therefore, been advanced as a desirable
characteristic to be embraced by all liberal democratic societies. However, the
limitation inherent in this conception of human rights is that they are
dependent upon the individual. The individual can therefore emphasize his
rights against his family, his community, his country, and the world at large.
Most human societies have not been organized in this way. In most societies,
the dignity and the inviolability of the individual is firmly based upon his
connection with his community and the surrounding world. This type of social
organization may momentarily result in individual inequality. Additionally,
the individual may even embrace such inequality as a trade off; but it is not
necessarily offensive to that individual's conception of justice, dignity, and
human rights. This approach is accepted by Rhoda Howard, who writes:
I define human dignity as the particular cultural
understandings of the inner moral worth of the human person
and his or her proper political relations with society. Dignity
is not a claim that an individual asserts against a society; it is
not, for example, the claim that one is worthy of respect
merely because one is a human being. Rather, dignity is
something that is granted at birth or on incorporation into the
community . . . . Many indigenous groups (that is, the
remnants of precapitalist societies destroyed-physically,
culturally, or both-during the process of European conquest
and/or settlement) now make claims for the recognition of
their collective or communal rights. When they do so they
are not primarily interested in the human rights of the
individual members of their collectivities. Rather, they are
interested in the recognition of their collective dignity, in the
acknowledgment of the value of their collective way of life.
• . . Thus in most known past or present societies, human
dignity is not private, individual, or autonomous. It is public,
collective, and prescribed by social norms. The idea that an
individual can enhance his or her "dignity" by asserting his or
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her human rights violates many societies' most fundamental
beliefs about the way social life should be ordered."
For many societies, the dislocated atomized individual is not literally human.
Many classical civilizations of the East recognized the individual only in a
larger sense. For example, in the Laws of Manu, the oldest written text of
Indian jurisprudence, Manu views the individual, not as the most important
entity, but merely as part of a larger world.' The individual must live and
abide by the Dharma. The Dharma is not just what the individual does, but
what he does in the context of the world around him."7 The Dharma is the
order of the entire reality in which he lives and it keeps the world together."
The individual's duty is to play out his own rights in the context of this
Dharma without upsetting its delicate balance."9 He must find his own place
in relation to the outside world, comprised of society, the cosmos, and the
transcendent world, rather than have the outside world find its place in relation
to him.' In a culture pervaded by the concept of Dharma, human rights mean
maintaining the essential balance between the individual and all that is around
him. In this context, human rights are not just rights but also duties. Writing
about this conception, Raimundo Pannikar states:
Humankind has the "right" to survive only insofar as it
performs the duty of maintaining the world (lokasamgraha).
We have the "right" to eat only in as much as we fulfill the
duty of allowing ourselves to be eaten by a hierarchically
higher agency. Our right is only a participation in the entire
metabolic function of the universe."'
According to this concept, the individual is not limited to himself but extends
to the cosmic world beyond. The concept has a direct bearing on a
construction of human rights ideology. The point is not lost on Pannikar: "We
225. Howard, supra note 193, at 83-84 (emphasis added).
226. George Buhler, THE LAWS OF MANU, reprinted in 25 THE SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST 1-25 (F.
Max Muller ed., 1886).
227. Id
228. Id.
229. Id.
230. Id
231. Raimundo Pannikar, Is the Notion of Human Rights a Western Concept? 120 DIOGENES 75, 99
(1982).
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should have, if anything, a Declaration of Universal Rights and Duties in
which the whole of Reality would be encompassed. Obviously, this demands
not only a different anthropology but also a different cosmology and an
altogether different theology-beginning with its name ... ."32
Such a proposal is not as outlandish as it initially appears. There exists a
"universal human nature" upon which the integrity of the human person is
ultimately dependent. 3 As Pannikar vividly explains, "this nature does not
need to be segregated and fundamentally distinct from the nature of all living
beings and/or the entire reality."" 4 "Thus exclusively Human Rights would be
seen as a violation of 'Cosmic Rights' and an example of selfdefeating
anthropocentrism, a novel kind of apartheid. '2"n He goes on to say that the
emphasis should cease to be on the individual but should instead be on the
person.
[T]he person should be distinguished from the individual.
The individual is just an abstraction, i.e., a selection of a few
aspects of the person for practical purposes. My person, on
the other hand, is also in "my" parents, children, friends, foes,
ancestors and successors. "My" person is also in "my" ideas
and feelings and in "my" belongings. If you hurt "me", you
are equally damaging my whole clan, and possibly yourself
as well. Rights cannot be individualized in this way. Is it the
right of the mother, or of the child?-in the case of abortion.
Or perhaps of the father and relatives as well? Rights cannot
be abstracted from duties; the two are correlated. The dignity
of the human person may equally be violated by your
language, or by your desecrating a place I consider holy, even
though it does not "belong" to me in the sense of
individualized private property."6
On these terms, damage to the environment desecrates not just the physical
world but also defiles and diminishes the human person. Who can doubt that
the desecration of the environment caused by sustained economic
232. Id. at 89-90.
233. Id
234. Id. at 89.
235. Id. (emphasis added).
236. Id. at 90 (emphasis added).
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growth-resulting in such occurrences as forty percent of the United States'
surveyed waters, lakes, and estuaries being too polluted to support fishing or
swimming-also damages the quality of life for United States citizens? Or,
who can doubt that the five percent rise of global atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentration in the United Kingdom between 1961-90 is not without its
unwelcome effects on the people of Britain? If humans are affected, ought we
not be talking about human rights in these various contexts? Yet, the tragedy
of current ideology-driven human rights thinking is its inability to respond to
these challenges. According to current orthodox human rights thinking, the
rights pertain to the individual. Yet, what good is the proclamation of such
rights to individuals in situations where they cannot avail themselves of such
rights?
B. A Dignified Existence and Global Justice
Individual human rights have not alleviated mass global disease or ill
health in the way that global justice can. In Africa, for example, two-thirds of
the people lack access to safe water." 7 Less than half the children attend
primary school. 8 Africa is a shameful example of absolute poverty on our
planet. Even in the booming economies of East and Southeast Asia, half the
people still lack access to safe water and basic health care.239 In 1991, the
United Nations Development Programme's Human Development Report stated
that of the world's current population of 5.3 billion, over one billion live in
absolute poverty; some 180 million children, one in three, suffer from serious
malnutrition; and one and a half billion are deprived of primary health care. '
Nearly three million children die each year from immunizable diseases. 4'
About half a million women die each year from causes related to pregnancy
and childbirth. 2
Given the interdependence of the human population in the global era, these
problems should be reframed as issues of global justice rather than of
individual human rights. Without a changed world view based on new
237. See UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME, 1991 HuMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2
(1991).
238. Id.
239. Id
240. Id
241. Id.
242. Id
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concepts of ethics and justice the environment will defeat us. Because of the
potentially dramatic impact of environmental change on humankind, the
environment must be incorporated into human rights thinking. The World
Commission on Environment and Development of the United Nations, in its
1987 report, referred to the inability of present day institutions to deal with
changing planetary systems in a way that forces us to consider new ways of
dealing with the problem of global change.
When the century began, neither human numbers nor
technology had the power radically to alter planetary systems.
As the century closes, not only do vastly increased human
numbers and their activities have that power, but major,
unintended changes are occurring in the atmosphere, in soils,
in waters, among plants and animals, and in the relationships
among all of these. The rate of change is outstripping the
ability of scientific disciplines and our capabilities to assess
and advise. It is frustrating the attempts of political and
economic institutions, which evolved in a different, more
fragmented world, to adapt and cope.24
This massive global change is certain to impact the rights of the individual.
In fact, it already has. In May 1997, Ross Gelbspan, a Boston based journalist
who specializes in environmental issues, published a book, The Heat is On,
which observes that: "the planet is warming at a rate faster than at any time
in the past 10,000 years .... '" In 1995, many leading climate scientists
observed that the earth is warming because of coal emissions and burning
oil.245 This period of less stable climate is likely to cause widespread
economic, social, and environmental dislocation. In 1995, a large section of
ice broke off of the Larsen ice shelf in Antarctica. " Although it received little
press coverage, it was one of the most blatent examples of the results of
climate change. The Antarctic Sea thaw may be the most obvious evidence of
global warming, but other symptoms have been emerging around the world for
several years. The weather record has been marked by more intense rainfalls
243. Leaf, supra note 3, at 1581-82 (citing WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT, OUR COMMON FUTURE (1987)).
244. Ross GELBSPAN, THE HEAT IS ON 8 (1997).
245. Id at 5.
246. Id at 1.
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and more severe snowstorms for the past two decades. The Earth has also seen
stronger hurricanes and unreasonable and prolonged droughts, resulting in crop
failures and devastating forest fires.247 All of these escalating extremes share
a common source: they are nature's reaction to global warming.
The preceding examples suggest a need for chthonic rights: the right to
live in an unspoiled environment that has been a feature of vernacular
societies. Many precolonial societies have found ways of protecting and
realizing human dignity without recourse to human rights ideology. Edward
Goldsmith refers to the ecological world view that is the basis of the aboriginal
legal tradition-vernacular societies with a chthonic world view-where
people set out to live in harmony with the natural world."3 He observes how
the main features of the world view of early vernacular societies were basically
the same everywhere.
They emphasized two fundamental principles that necessarily
underlie any ecological world-view. The first is that the
living world or Biosphere is the basic source of all benefits
and hence of all wealth, but will only dispense these benefits
to us if we preserve its critical order. From this fundamental
first principle follows the second, which is that the overriding
goal of the behaviour pattern of an ecological society must be
to preserve the critical order of the natural world or of the
cosmos.... 249
It is clear that this analysis is not entirely dissimilar from that of the
ancient Indian legal tradition. Goldsmith observes that whereas vernacular
societies accentuate the temporal aspect of the world around them, European
societies tend to accentuate their spatial aspect.20 However, these are not
societies that are incapable of change. They are not fossilized in time.
Change occurs, not because it is desirable per se, but because
in certain conditions it is judged to be necessary, as a means
of preventing predictably larger and more disruptuve changes.
247. Id. at 3.
248. See EDWARD GOLDSMITH, THE WAY: AN EcoLOGIcAL WORLD-VIEW (1993).
249. Id at 17.
250. Id at 103.
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This must be true of social evolution as well as biological
evolution. The main feature of vernacular societies, within
which man has spent well over 90 percent of his experience
on this planet, has been stability. 25'
Global environmental change increasingly threatens to dislodge this world
stability. An ideology-driven human rights dialogue is intrinsically incapable
of dealing with this impending catastrophy. What is required is a return to the
values of a bygone mode of traditional living-that is to say, chthonic
living-whereby mankind curtails his behavior to live in harmony with the
ecological society around him.
Goldsmith refers to the anthropologist W.E.H. Stanner, who, when writing
about the Australian aborigines' way of life, commented that their ethos:
appears to be continuity, constancy, balance, symmetry,
regularity. There are no great conflicts for power, no great
contest for place and office. There is no idea of a formal
chief, in fact .... They do not fight over land. There are no
wars or invasions to seize territory. They do not enslave each
other. They place a very special value on things remaining
unchangingly themselves, on keeping life to a routine which
is known and trusted. Absence of change, which means
certainty of expectation, seems to them a good thing in itself.
The value given to continuity is so high that they are not
simply a people "without history". They are a people who
have been able, in some sense, to "defeat" history, to become
ahistorical in mood, outlook and life.252
It is, of course, futile to pretend that all these aspects of aboriginal lifestyle can
be emulated by modern Oost-industrial man. A chthonic lifestyle does not
require such complete emulation. One cannot show concern for our
environment and our quickly disappearing natural resources, and, at the same
time, ignore the virtues of chthonicism. It is not unrealistic to expect, and to
work for, a change in outlook that places high value on stability in the world
251. Id. at 116.
252. Id. at 116-17.
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by cherishing continuity, constancy, balance, symmetry, and regularity. Such
a changed value system would lead to changed perceptions that would be felt
the world around. As Goldsmith observes:
For vernacular man, throughout the ages, nature was alive and
his religious life was, above all, his relationship with the
spirits that inhabited all natural things. Theodore Roszak
talks of the Pagan view of nature as "alive and infused with
purpose" and "aglow with seductively sensuous qualities".
Morris Berman tells us that nature was seen, until the
scientific revolution, as "enchanted," "alive," and as "the
place of belonging." Man was not an "alienated observer of
the cosmos" but "a direct participant in its drama." His
destiny was bound up with its destiny and this gave meaning
to his life. It is no coincidence that vernacular man was an
animist for, as the anthropologist Weston LaBarre writes,
animism "is deeply linked with the biological nature of the
human species." Indeed, it is part of that intuitive heritage
that enabled man to be cognitively adjusted to the world he
lived in. However, with the development of the world view
of modernism, and in particular of the paradigm of science,
the world became "disenchanted", secularized, and
mechanomorphized.253
For human rights lawyers, the current challenge is whether chthonicism
can be formulated and framed in human rights terms. This framing is
necessary because, as Karl Klare observes, "[a]n interesting aspect of rights-
fixated political cultures, such as we have in the United States, is that anybody
and everybody can and does formulate their political claims in rights terms."2"4
The question for human rights advocates, therefore, is whether humankind can
lay a claim to not being an "alienated observer of the cosmos" but "a direct
participant in its drama." 5' Can humankind argue for the next generation of
rights that, when it comes to matters of nature, his destiny is bound up with its
destiny, for he is essentially an "animist" by nature? To be sure, such claims
253. Id.
254. Klare, supra note 220, at 100.
255. GOLDSMITH, supra note 249, at 120.
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have already been made in international law terms. For example, in 1984,
Philip Alston observed that a large number of disparate rights had been
propounded. These rights ranged from the right to sleep and the right to social
transparency to the right to coexist with nature and the right to tourism.2
56
Alston considered whether the United Nations could or should adopt
substantive criteria that would have to be satisfied for the recognition of any
new human right and concluded that such an approach was unworkable within
the present intergovernmental setting.257 He therefore proposed that certain
procedural requirements should be met, such as the formal acknowledgement
of an intention to accord recognition; a detailed analytical study by the
Secretary-General; comments by governments; examination by a specialist
committee; and the formal endorsement by both the U.N. Commission on
Human Rights and the General Assembly. 58 Only two years later, in 1986, the
General Assembly responded by adopting the following guidelines that states
should "bear in mind" in developing human rights instruments:
a) Be consistent with the existing body of international human
rights law; b) Be of fundamental character and derive from
the inherent dignity and worth of the human person; c) Be
sufficiently precise to give rise to identifiable and practicable
rights and obligations; d) Provide, where appropriate, realistic
and effective implementation machinery, including
reporting systems; e) Attract broad international support ....
CONCLUSION
The case for chthonicism is unassailable in international law, and it is
becoming stronger day by day. The challenge for human rights advocates is
particularly pressing given the campaign of denial and disinformation that is
arraigned against them. It is submitted that chthonicism has a relevance and
a function for international lawyers in the next millennium, not solely because
256. See Philip AIston, Conjuring Up New Human Rights: A Proposal for Quality Control, 78 AM.
J. INT'LL. 607(1984).
257. Id
258. Id
259. G.A. Res. 120, U.N. GAOR 3d Comm., 41st Sess., 97th mtg. at 351, 352, U.N. Doc. A/41/878
(1986) (emphasis added).
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this is an idea that squarely meets all of the five guidelines stipulated above.
Chthonicism is unique in questioning whether the process of humankind can
always be seen purely in, terms of the progress of empirical science and
rationality of judgment. We may yet have to turn to the merits of traditional
knowledge, as did vernacular man, instead of scientific knowledge to become
cooperatively adjusted to the world around us and to find a surer way of
protecting humankind's basic rights to clean air and water. If so, this is a role
that only human rights advocacy could perform.
